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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, February 11, 960in Our 100th Year 2oe Per t op% Volume 101 No.35
REMOVING OLD SHELTERS —Murray-Calloway County Parks employees were in the process today of removing the
second of three old wooden picnic shelters at the old Murray City Park. Shown on the tractor is parks employee Charlie
Scott. The shelters will be replaced with• new all-metal stnictores, which are scheduled to arriveda_ the near future.
Replacement of the picnic shelters is part of a $24,000 Bureau of Outdoor Recreation grant that also provided for the
renovation of the four ballfields in the old park complex. All work will be completed by spring, according to parks director
Gary Hohman. Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee
Political, Union Heads Go Before
Grand Juries About FBI's Brilab
By BARRY HANSON
Associated Press-Writer—
At least 21 political figures and-union
officials from Louisiana and Texas are
going before federal grand juries this
week to discuss the FBI's socalled
Brilab investigation — a "scam" in-
volving alleged kickbacks to influence
insurance purchases by government
agencies in four states.
Among those Failed to testify are
Louigiana Gov. Edwin Edwards and
Texas House Speaker Bill Clayton. Not
all the public officials are believed to be
targets of the investigation.,
Brilab is the FBI code name for an
undercover investigation, or scam, in
which agents used the services of a
twice-convicted California insurance
consultant to make bribe money
available to labor and government of-
ficials responsible for insurance con-
tracts, sources said.
Clayton has acknowledged receiving
"a stack of $100 bills," but he denied it
was a bribe. An Oklahoma state Senate
leader also was given $5,000 from
• agents._ posing as insurance_ company
representatives. .
The investigation "altInvolves an at-
tempt to obtain more favorable im-
migration treatment for reputed New
Orleans crime syndicate boss Carlos
Marcell°, the New York Times said to-
day.
Brilab is the second major under-
cover FBI investigation to surface
within two weeks. Both have been
reported before ansicharges were level-
ed by the goverrunent — drawing sharp
criticism.
"We're kind of in the first stages of
McCarthyisni," said Senate Ethics
Conunittee member David, Pryor, D-
Ark., whose home state is among those
involved in Brilab.
The Other probe, called Abscam for
Arab scam, allegedly involves eight
members of Congress as well as
businessmen and politicians in several
states who took money from under-
cover FBI agents purporting to buy in-
fluence — for special immigration
treatment and investments on behalf -
of investors.
Inflation Fighter Kahn To
Address State Legislature
FRANKFORT, Ky. 4 APi An ad-
dress by President Carter's irtflation
fighter Monday to a joint session of the
General Assembly wij1 be a timely
curtain-raiser for a flurry of fiscal ac-
tivities by lawmakers this week.
Alfred Kahn, adviser to the president,
will deliver his address at 2 p.m., and
he may offer advice to this state, which
is in the throes of a budget crisis.
In the sixth week of the 1980 session,
the lawmakers will get down to a detail-
ed look at proposed expenditures for
education, environmental protection
and the judiciary.
A joint Appropriations and Revenue
Committee will meet everyday this
week, even though the General
Assembly will stay home Tuesday, [An-
coin's birthday.
Kentucky state government, by latest
estimates, will be short about $140
million next fiscal year in the General
Fund and $145 Million in the Road
Fund.
By law, there can be no deficit.
Therefore, the choices are either to cut
programs, raise taxes or both.
The Transportion- Department has
yet to come up.with a firmer projection
of what-it needs for the coming fiscal
year. The $195 million estimate is for a
carryover budget with top ' priority
items.
The administration also is not quite
sure how much would be needed to con-
tinue current operations in the General
Fund and thus the $110 million figure is
subject to • change after additional
budget hearinks or fiscal discussions.
Sen. Howard Baker of Tennessee, a
Republican presidential candidate,
said Sunday on the ABC News program
"Issues and Answers" that the Abseam
disclosures are a "searing sword in my
side," raising questions from voters
about the integrity of all members of
Congress. Baker has not been im-
plicated.
Meanwhile, Edwards acknowledged
over the weekend that he has been call-
ed to appear this week before a grand
Jury in New Orleans. Lt. Gov. Jimmy
Fitzmorris and 11 other state officials
also have been summoned, the Baton
Rouge Sunday Adv,icate reported. All
deny involvement in Brilab.
More than 25 men have become
charter members of the Hazel com-
munity's newest civic club, the Hazel
Lions Club. according to Dr. C. (7.
Lowry, Murray surgeon who is gover-
nor of Kentucky Lions District 43-K.
The Hazel club has been meeting for
several weeks now and will receive its
official charter at a special Charter
Night meeting at Calloway County High
School later this month.
Dr. Lowry was assisted in the
organization by Lion Joe Pat James of
Murray, Lion Stan Pirtle of Paducah
and the Murray Lions Club. James will
serve as the Guiding Lion working with
the Hazel club for the next year. Pirtle
is_the district extension chairman, and
the Murray club is the sponsoring unit.
Hazel is the third Lions Club organiz-
ed by Gov. Lowry. The Sedalia Lions
"Club was-rhartered in November, and
the Henderson Breakfast Club has a
charter night later this month.
"I am particularly pleased to
organize this Lions Club at Hazel...
Lowry said, and I know it will con-
tribute much to the community. .
Reports Conflict Over
Statement By Bani-Sadr
By The Associated Press
Iranian President Abolhassan Bani-
Sadr was quoted today by a French
newspaper as saying his government no
longer demanded extradition of the
deposed shah before the release of the
American hostages now in -their 100th
day of captivity. He said the release
could come "perhaps even in the com-
ing days."
-hut Pars, the official Iranian news
agefic . said he was misquoted in the
interview in the French newspaper Le
Monde, without saying what the alleged
misquote was. It did not elaborate.
Masses of Iranians turned out in a
steady rain to celebrate the first an-
niversary of the Islamic revolution with
a victory parade through Tehran. The
crush was so great that scores of per-
sons were_injured  and a grandsWnd col-
lapsed, the state radio said.
Release for the hostages could come
if the U.S. government acknowledged
its past -crimes" in Iran and recogniz-
ed his government's "right to obtain the
extradition of the shah and the restitu-
tion of his fortune," Bani-Sadr was
quoted as saying by the French.
newspaper, Le Monde. "If they admit
this fact, it would help us to free the
„hostages in a short time, perhaps even
in the coming days."
Asked if the hostages in the interim
might be removed from the guard of the
Islamic militants and entrusted to Ira-
.' ,rnian officials, Bani-Sadr was quoted as
saying "It is a possibility I envisage for
the coming days." But he had not yet
received permission from the Revolu-
tionary Council he heads, the
newspaper said.
Bani-Sadr said he had received coun-
cil approval for his proposal that a
tribunal to investigate U.S. actions in
Iran be combined with an international
oirnmission to investigate the shah's
rule, the newspaper said. It quoted him
4f!'it sying that proposal was now before















Partly sunny and cold today.
Highs in the mid to upper 30s.
Partly cloudy and cold tonight.
Lows in the mid to upper teens.
Mostly sunny and continued cold
Tuesday. Highs in the low 30s.
Winds, west to southwest around
10 miles an hour this afternoon
becoming northwesterly tonight.
Fair conditions are expected
Wednesday through Friday.
Highs through the period will be
in the 30s to near 40. Lows
Wednesday and Thursday in the
teens to near 20, with lows Friday
in the teens to low 20s.
Kennedy Satisfied With Finish
An AP News Analysis
It'y WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
AUGUSTA, Maine AP) — President
Carter has beaten Sen. Edward M. Ken-
nedy in their first New England contest,
but the challenger claimed satisfaction
in second place and his main allies said
today that in defeat he had gained
momentum for the New Hampshire
primary.
The president's men scoffed at the
claim, but said it will be difficult to
duplicate their Maine victory in New
Hampshire's presidential primary elec-
tion two weeks from Tuesday.
The victory Carter scored Sunday is
sure to be an asset in that campaign, for
all Kennedy's claims that the president
didn't match his expectation in Maine's
Democratic town meetings.
'It's clear mat the momentum is with
Senatoi_KennetILL_said Maine Gov:
Joseph Brennan. "We led verlirrting:-
ly that Senator Kennedy now has
momentum to go to New Hampshire
and do very well."
He based that claim on the fact that
Kennedy did better in Maine than in his
landslide loss to Carter in Iowa three
weeks ago.
Lt. Gov. Thomas P. O'Neill III of
Massachusetts said he is confident Ken-
nedy will improve on his Maine showing
in the New Hampshire primary. He
said Carter's momentum had been
blocked. "I happen to think we-stopped
a train here, a fast-moving train," said
O'Neill, son of the House speaker.
Carter gained 45 percent of the Maine
vote to Kennedy's 39 percent, with
results from about 50 Democtic town
caucuses still to be tallied.
California Gov. Edmund G. Brown
Jr. ran third, with 14 percent of the
vote, and said that represented a
takeoff for his campaign.
But Democratic state Chairman
Harold _Pachios said it appeared that
Brown fell short,of the 15 percent re-
- wired to vilify a „Democratic can-
didate to share in ielegateE. He Said
that meant the state convention
delegates selected in Brown's name
might be released and thus could join
either Kennedy. or Carter. That would
not happen until the state convention
May,16 but it could affect the apportion-
Ment of Maine's 22 presidential
nominating votes.
Kennedy sought to minimize his loss,
describing the outcome as a standoff
and saying Carter had been expected to
win handily.
Handily is in the eye of the beholder.
The margin was handy enough for
Carter's spokesmen, who emphasized
the fact that it was gained in the home"'
region of th°-t senator from
Massachusetts.
Still, Kennedy avoided disaster h!,
keeping it close — something he
couldn't do in the season's first contest
in Iowa, on Jan. 21. Carter won there
two-to-one.
"For us, in a way, it was a fight for.
survival," said Peter Meade, Ken-
nedy's Maine campaign coordinator.
• And Kennedy did achieve that goal.
surviving to challenge Carter aiain in
Nfew '
"So we will head to New -Hampshire
and all the other states, confident Of
what the .outcome will be," Kennedy
said.
Cartel, at Camp David, Md., thanked
his supporters and workers for the vic-
tory, and said he was sorry he hadn't
been able to campaign. "I regret that
international circumstances made it
impossible for me to travel to Maine
during this campaign," he said.
White House press secretary Jody
Powell said Carter almost certainly
will remain in Washington throughout
the New Hampshire campaign.
Kennedy issues almost daily
demands that Carter join the campaign
and debate him, but. Powell said the
president's absence is an asset to the
challenger.
"He's sort of got the field to himself
with the president locked up in the
White House," Powell said.
He said the loss was a major blow to
the Kenriedy campaign because it came
in the senator's home region.
"We've all known all alonanthat a win
by Jgarter in Kennedy's ix :court
would be a major setback for the
loser," Powell said. He said the same
rule would apply were Kennedy to
defeat Carter in a southern primary.
he, Bani-Sadr, hoped for a response "in
two days." The idea for an interna-
tional commission was proposed by
U.N. Secretary-General Kurt
Waldehim.
Bani-Sadr also gave an indication
how he might then attempt to press a
compromise solution on the militants
holding the hostages. "In the case of a
divergence of views, I would eventually
go to the U.S. Embassy to convince
them to fall in line with my view," he
was quoted as saying.
— Since the crisis began, the Iranian
government and the militants have
demanded extradition of the deposed
shah before the release of the
Americans.
In a message read to the Tehran
crowd. 1,140 _Tehran radio estimated
at two million persons, Khomeini did
not mention the hostage situation but
said Iran's struggle must continue
against the United States, -this
ruthless world-devourer."
But he said after Iran ended its
political, military, economic and
cultural dependence on America, "we
will establish ordinary relations with I.
America just as with other countries."
He said Israel, "a base for America,"
must be destroyed.
Tehran radio said roads leading to
the parade route were filled with people
as far as the eye could see. Many were
chanting: "Allah-o-Akhbar" — God is
great — and burning incense. It said
some were so excited they stormed into
the line of march and the radio appeal-
ed for them to move back onto the
sidewalk._
SENATE ACTION — Sen. Richard Weisenberger, D-Mayfteld, makes a point
on the Senate floor during a recent session of the Kentucky General Assembly.
Courts Likely To Have
Final Say In Registration
Of Women For Draft
WASHINGTON (AP) — The courts
likely will have the final word in draft
registration for women, and legal
scholars say that probably means
women will be signing up for service.
Congress seems cool to the idea of
registering women, a concept sup-
ported by President Carter and his ad-
visers.
But Thomas Emerson, a professor of
constitutional law at Yale University,
says, "Whichever way it goes (in Con-
gress), there will be a suit filed. There's
no way that the courts can avoid it."
David Landau, a staff attorney at the
American Civil Liberties Union office
here, vowed, "The day that the presi-
dent signs (male-only regwstration ),
we will be in court."
Carter announced Friday he wants to
register men and women 18 and 19
years of age, saying, "There is no
distinction possible, on the basis of
ability or performance."
White House officials said a major
factor in his decision was the prospect
of court challenges if women were ex-
cluded. The Supreme Court has yet to
hear a draft case, but lower court deci-
sions since 1974 have tended to open
new avenues for women in the military.
Phyllis Schlafly, a leading opponent
of the Equal Rights Amendment, said,
"There's no way Congress will register
women."
She plans to focus on Congress in her
battle against registration for women,
although she does not rule out court ac-
tion if she is unsuccessful.
"The doctrine of military necessity
clearly requires the exclusion of women
from the draft and combat," said Mrs.
Schley; a 'lawyer. _ I.
But Martha Field, a constitutional
law specialist at Harvard, said' that
would apply only if women were unable
to perform in the-military and added, "I
can't think of any constitutional princi-_
*that someone would come up with-so
that the inclusion of women (in
registration) would be wrong."
A number of experts on con-
stititutional law said when the male-
only draft was in effect, various court
challenges were rebuffed on grounds
that military necessity and national
defense outweighed the issue of sexual
equality.
But "the whole court position on dif-
fentiatipn of men and women has
changed.. the court now is looking





The Calloway County Board of
Education will hold its meeting at 4
p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 13, according to
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent.
Items on the agenda -include an ex-
ecutive session for personnel discus-
sion, an application for federal
assistance for energy conservation
measures at Calloway High, high
school alterations and additions, high
school graduation program and arts in
education program.
County Fiscal Court
Will Meet Feb. 15
The regularononthly meeting of the
Calloway County Fiscal Court will be
held atj p.cp,..Friday:Feb.'15. in the
/Rice of county judge-executive Robert
0. Miller.
All fiscal court meetings are open to
the public.
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Happenings In Community Four Lessons Planned For
Monday, Feb. 11
- The J-ackson
Chapter of the Kentucky
Archaeological Association
will meet in the conference
room of the Purchase
Development District Office,
Highway 45 North, Mayfield,
at 7:30 p.m. The film, "The
Early Americans," will be
shown and the public is in-
vited.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-1792.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club has
planned "Sigma Night Out" at
DeVanti's at 6 p.m. with Mrs.
Harold Hurt as hostess.
Second session of "Publicity
Techniques For the Club
Officer" will be at Room 111,
Wilson Hall, Murray State
University. For information
call 762-2387 or 762-4483.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7- p.m. at the social hail-of
_ • First United M • .*st
Church. This is open to all
adults, 18 years of age or
older, who are single due to
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Board of Directors are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Calloway Public Library.
Tuesday, Feb. 12th
Calloway County YFA Ettes-
will meet at the Murray
Vocational School at 7 p.m.
Circles of the First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. A. C. La Follette,
Bessie Tucker with Mrs. H. G.
Dunn, and Maryleona Frost
with Mrs. Jim Byrn, all at 9:30
a.m., and Faith Doran at
church at 2 p.m.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
First United Methodist
Church will meet at 7 a.m. at
Sirloin Stockade.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Coldwater
with Mrs. Bobby Adams, New
Providence with Wanda
Osbron, and Paris Road with
Topsy Brandon, all at 1 p.m.,
and Countryside at DeVanti's
at 10 a.m.
Senior voice recital by
yothli•on  .Stoddart.Murrays_
will be held at 8:15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Calvin
Morris at 9 a.m. and II with
Mrs. Edgar Pride at 2 p.m.
Murray Lions Club is
lic.hedided to mt;ettoiliglit ._
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 pm. at the
lodge hall.
Senior Citizens Groups will
meet as follows: Dexter at
Dexter Center, Hazel at Hazel
Center, and Murray at Ellis
Center, all at 10 a.m., and
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly at Douglas Center at
12 noon.
Murray TOPS'. (take off
pounds Sensibly) Club its
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at 7 p.m.
Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will -meet
at 7:15 p.m. in the Community
auoui, North Branch, Peoples
Bank, with Dave McMullian to
present program on TVA For
Consumers. This is open to all
women who are college
graduates.
Multi-media presentation of
"A journey from winter to
summer solstice" will be
presented in Room 423, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University, at 7 p,m. This is
free and open to the public.
Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Caltme-your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.
Let me hear fro i you soon.
<Th -
a/VetanCY1IrigOlL
....... • • . •




I want you to have a special gift
FREE
My latest cookbook
"RECIPES TO GET YOU STARTED"
"Join our ctasses this month and you will receive
this offer. Regular and lifetime members are also -
included.
"I've collected these outstanding recipes over, the
past 12 years. You will enjoy them from breakfast
to bedtime. We learn how to eat, not how to diet."







The cost") $10 to loin, then $5 weekly thereafter. No eontracts to
-sign.
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Tuesday, Feb. 12
—Poplar Spring --Baptist
Church WMU will meet at 1
p.m. with Louise Short in
charge of the music and Ruby
Fannin in charge of the Royal
Service program.
Ruth Warren - Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at the home
of Carol Turner at 7 p.m.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. James
Hart at 10 a.m., and IV with
Mrs. Corinne McNutt at 7:30
km.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at 1
p.m. and la:er visit the
patients at the Westview
Nursing Home.
Murray Band Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. in the Murray
High School band room.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club
will meet at the home of
Gracie Erwin at 1 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
The Pottertomo Club Meet  
The Pcittertown
Homemakers Club will meet
Wednesday, Feb. 13, at 10 a.m.
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
• Lessons to be presented in-
elude: "Special Diets" by
Bobbie Cook; "Major Killers
On Your Table" by Lurine
Cooper; "Window Treat-
ment" by Lottie Hurt; and
"Swedish Weaving," craft, by
Rosina Zimmerman.
Louise Short, president,
presided at the January
meeting held at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord with
Lurine Cooper given the devo-
tion and the thought for the
month-"Yesterday is already
a dream, and tomorrow is Only
a vision; but today, well-lived,
makes every yesterday a
dream of happiness, and
every tomorrow a vision of
hope."
The major lessons on "What
To Do If The Power Goes Off"
and "Planning Your Budget"-
were presented by Dolores
Zinkovich.
Reba Jo Roberts' presented
the minor lesson on "Family
Camping and Recreation."
The craft lesson was on
"Quilting." Lurine Cooper led
in group singing with Louise
Short as pianist. Games were
led by Dorothy Simon.
Reports were given by Iva
Alford and Shirley Werts.
Also present, not previously
mentioned, were Lavine
Carter, Ruby Kelly, Doily
Lorenz, Katie Overcast, Payte
Overcast, Mildred Thompson,
Ruth Weston, Mary Moore,
and Leola Erwin.
Of Interest To )Senior Citizens
Menus For. The Week Giren
Singles Class will meet at 7
p.m. at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
•
Murray Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the
Calloway Public Library to
see special exhibits and then
go to Ellis Center for the
regular activities. For
transportation call 753-0929 by
9 a.m. Tuesday.
Jackson Purchase
Genealogy Society will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Fire Station




Free income tax prepara-
tion and assistance will be pro-
vided to-the elderly, lower in-
coine persons, and students of
the community each Wednes
day afternoon from 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. in Rooms 205 and
228, Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New Concord
with Mrs. Ed Davis at 1 p.m.;
Hafris Grove with Mrs. Her-
man Jones at 10 _a.m. with
each to bring a sack lunctf;
Pottertown at Colonial House
Smorgasbard at 10 a.m.
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 2 p.m. at
the church.
Circles of First a United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
Ruth Nilson with Mrs. Dick
Sykes and Wesleyan with Mrs.
Gene Cohoon.
Charismatic Prayer Group
will meet at 7 p.m. at Seton
Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Weekly luncheon of the
United Campus Ministry will
be at Ordway Hall at 12:30
p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens- will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center
with . lunch served at 11:45
a.m.
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly will be at 12 noon at
the Douglas Center.
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Murray
Lodge Hall: Members are urg-
ed to attend.
Murray Bass Club will meet




etit eScene Of Neu. "
Concord.Aka__
For The Nutrition Program
The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly and
Meals on Wheels haye been
released for this week. Meals
are served Monday through
Friday at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center and the Haze
Community Center, and on
Tuesday and Thursday at the
Ellis community Craer. Meals
are-also sent out each day.
For. reservations at Douglas




Mrs. Herman Jones will be
hostess-for the meeting of the
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club to be held Wednesday,
Feb. 13, at 10 a.m. at hop
home.
Each one is to take a sack
lunch as this will be a work
day -on the bead chandeliers,
according to a club
spokesman, -Who urges all
members and interested per-
sons to attend.
The January meeting was
held at the home of Mrs. Clif-
ton Jones with 10 members
present and Mrs. Alfred
Taylor presiding. Mrs. A. J.
Sakelson gave a financial
report.
Mrs. Joe Janecek presented
the major lesson on "What To
Do If The Power Goes Off."
"Planning Your Budget"
was explained by Mrs. Harry
Ray.
Mrs. Louis Hicks discussed
"Family Recreation." '' How -
To Care For Blooming and
Potted Plants in January and
February" was discussed by
Mrs. Marvin--Parks.
The county extension agent
in home economics, Mrs. Jean
Cloar, was present and show-
ed-an afghan she was weaving




by Mrs. Clifton Jones.,
RIGHT MASK
When choosing a mask, keep
in mind your skin type. A
cleansing mask can be used
three tims a week on dry skin,
every daY on oily. A
stimulating mask that gives
you a fresh glow can be used
daily unless your skin is
sensitive. A sealing mask-
removes dulling dead , skin
layers but is too tiara) for
delicate skin.. A hot sulfur or
mud mask ,is great for oily
skin. Dry skin will be
moisturized by a mask made






113 So. 4th Murray, Ky.
Wilson, at 753-8938.
Menus are as follows:
Monday-ham, mashed
potatoes, green beans, corn
bread, butter, banana, milk,
coffee, tea, apple juice.
Tuesday-roast turkey and
giblet gravy, chopped broc-
coli, cranberry sauce, carrot
calms, dressing, butter, cann-
ed purple plums unsweetened,
milk, coffee, tea.
- Wednesday-oven btar-kaq
chicken, potato salad, carrot
and cabbage slalv, hot roll,
butter, banana pudding,
orange, milk, coffee, tea.
Thursday-ribbon Meat loaf,
mixed greens, whole kernel
corn, hot roll, butter, two pear
halves sugar free, milk, cof-
fee, tea, apple juice.
Friday--macaroni and
cheese, green trans, cneamy
cole slaw, hot roll, butter, slic-




Miss litireriv Lynn Barnett
-to iced Paul Nord .
Mr. and Mrs. Max B. Barnett of Murray announce the
engagement and' approaching marriage of their only
daughter, Beverly Lynn, to Paul A. Nord, son of Mrs. Carolyn
W. Nord of Frankfort and James E. Nord, Sr., of Hollywood.
Miss Barnett is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Ed
Covington of Murray. She is a 1976 graduate of Murray High
- School and attended Murray State University where she is a
member of Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority.
Mr. Nord graduated from Murray State University in 1979
with a degree in journalism. He is a member of Lambda Chi
Alpha social fraternity. Currently he is serving as news
editor of The Sentinel-Echo, London, Ky.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, March 29, at
7:30 p.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. A recep-
tion wil4-follow at the University Branch of the-Bank of Mur-
ray. .
Only out oflown invitations will he sent, and all relatives
'and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the recep-i• tion. 
.
Mrs. Ed Davis will open her
home for the meeting of the
New Concord Homemakers
Club to be held Tuesday, Feb
13, at 1 p.m.
The president, Mrs. Charlie
Stubblefield, urges all
members and interested per-
sons to attend.
Miss Mary Montgomery
was hostess for the January
meeting of the club held at her
home with Mrs. Effie Ed-
wards giving reports and Mrs.
Rainey Lovins giving the
thought for the month,
"Yesterday is already a
dream and Tomorrow a vision
of Hope."
The major lesson on -What
To Do When The Power Goes
Off" was presented by Mrs.
Ruth Harrison, issues and con-
cerns chairman.
Mrs. Davis, cultural arts
chairman, gave the devotion
and also made a review report
on the past lesson, "Overcom-
ing and Understanding
Depression."
The hostess, Miss Mon-
tgomery, assisted. by Mrs
Stubblefield, seri ed
refreshments .buffet style to
the nine members and one
visitor, Mrs. Maggie Paschall
TRACY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Lynn I
Tracy, Farmington Route 1, at
the -parents of a baby girl.
Heather Lynn, weighing three
pounds seven ounces,
measuring 16 inches, born on
Wednesday, Jan. 30, at 7:10
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
'County Hospital. -.-
The father is employed with
the Kentucky Department of
Transportation. The mother is
the former Rhonda Black.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Woody Tracy of Glasgov.
and Mr. and Mrs. Harlan
Bladk of Farmington Route 1.
HEALTH PROBLEM
Birth defects are this
nation's major child health
--problem. The March of Dimes
reports that more than a
quarter-million infants are
born every year with physical





Before you need it.
With inflation and the rise in health care costs, your health
care plan that seemed so good a-few years ago just may not
be adequate. -
Don't wait till someone in your family is sick or injured and
has to go to the hospital before ,you find out you need
more coverage.
Examine your present health care plan now Take a good
look at what it covers and for how much. Review the
following questions.
..1s .your hospital robm allowance adequate'
Does your program cover outpatient laboratory and
X-ray?
Is surgery covered on an outpatient basis?
Do you have physii-ian -coverage when in the hospital for
a non surgical case?
Does your major medical cover prescription drugs and
, the services of your primary care physician?
If you have a Blue Gross and Blue Shield health care pion,
you may find you want to increase your Blue Cross hospital
too__,m allowance and your surgical/medical schedule. You
Trfly also want to join the over 1.000000 Kentuckians who
have our $250,000 catastrophic Major Medical Program.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of-Kentucky we're developing
programs and benefits to help you pay for health care at a
reasonable cost. You can help by trying to stay healthy and
keeping your benefits up to date. When yotr reed to use -
your pptection, use it wisely.
It you have any questions about your present Blue Cross •
and Blue Shield coverage: are interested in increasing
benefits or enrolling in Blue Cross and Blue Shield
- • covetagre; contact. Merribetinftwmanent Service:—
• 9901 Linn Station Road, Louisville, KY 40223:
. Or. call (502) 426-9000.* •
Make sure you have coverage to-help meet today's
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By Abigail Van Buren
Poets' Corner
Draws a Crowd
DEAR READERS: Recently I published • poem sent to
\ me by the participants of the Long Beach, Calif., Senior Day
Center. Its message, I thought, was worthy of sharing withlei
:tt my readers. The essence, and closing lines, are: "Just give
me one flower today, pink or white or red. I'd rather have
one blossom now, than • truckload when I'm dead."
The author was unknown, and I asked if any of my
t ti readers knew who had written it.


















DEAR ABBY: I read the poem in the Macon Telegraph
News, and recognized it. immediately as the poem written by
a prominent Macon. Ga.. dentist. He was R. Holmes Mason,
now deceased 34 years, Dr. Mason was dedicated to his fami-
ly, church and profession.
Eli.: MACON, GA.
DEAR ABBY: The author of the poem you published in
the. Los Angeles Times was written by my brother, Herman
B. Stokes, now deceased. The name of the poem is "A Rose."
It was set to music by Hallmark about 10 years ago. I was
deeply touched when I read it.
THELMA STOKES: L.A., CALIF.
DEAR ABBY: I read in the Tulsa Tribune the poem
whose real title is "A Flower for the Living." It was written
many years ago by my mother, Lela Snider, who lives in
Okmulgee, Okla. She sent it to her sister. Mrs. Myrtle
Acock, who lives in Ramon. Calif. Myrtle had copies made
and ,serrt- it to her  )4in-et-thee-we ha ye- seen it publish-
ed several times, always with "Author Unknown." My
mother is 76. has had many strokes and is confined to a
wheel chair. She never misses your column. Her eyes are
bad, so she has someone read it to her.
AUTHOR'S PROUD DAUGHTER: TULSA
DEAR ABBY: My husband noticed the poem in your
column in the State Paper of Columbia, S.C. The version you
printed is slightly different than the original, titled: "Kind-
ness Through Life." It was written by Austin K. Snyder. Ac-
cording to my husband. Snyder was a professor at the U.S.
Naval Academy, and this poem appeared in "Shipmate." a
publication of the U.S. Naval Academy
Alumni Association in Sept.. 1977.
* VIRGINIA MCMILLAN: MYRTLE BEACH, S.C.
DEAR ABBY: You can quit hunting for the author of that
poem printed in the-Sioux *City Journal. The correct title is.
"I'd Rather" and it was written' by William Nick Gikas. He
was a 32nd Degree Mason who lived in Everett, Wash. Dad,
who is now 91, is a Mason and Shriner. He subscribed to the
lodge publications, and Mother was always cutting out
poems and putting them in her scrapbook. That poem has
been in Mother's scrapbook for years. .
MRS. ARTHUR L. SCHMIDT,s
SIOUX CITY, IOWA
DEAR ABBY: In the mid-40's I cut out the poem you ran
in the Pocatello Idaho Tribune. The title is "The Stained
Glass Window." And it was written by Anna Mae Armstead,
a local lady.
W. A. OGLE: POCATELLO, IDAHO
DEAR ABBY: The poem you printed has been around for
as long as I can remember and I am in my 60s. It was written
by none other than the beloved, homespun, folksy,
philosopher-poet, Edgar Guest. I am sure I saw it in a
published collection of Edgar Guest's poems. I don't have
the book anymore because I foolishly let someone borrow it,
and I can't for the life of me remember who.
C.C.K.: CHICAGO
DEAR ABBY: The poem you published was written by
my mother, Mrs. Nelia Thompson, in 1961. She called it
"I.ife's Roses." It was never copyrighted, but she did send
copies to several of her friends, and the next thing we knew
it was printed in a magazine, with "author unknown" under
it. My mother died in 1966, and it always hurt me that my
mother never got credit for her beautiful poem.
MRS. DORIS BRANSBY
DEAR ABBY: I am enclosing a postcard which I have had
since 1930. On it is the poem you ran with "author
unknown."
The postcard was "designed" by four nobles of Medinah
Temple (Shrinersi who were called the Four Horsemen.
namely, Billy Jackson, Charley Kuhn, Charley Wackerhagen
and Fred Raven.
MRS. HENRY A. SOLOMON,
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
DEAR READERS: Are you confused? Well, seam I, and
as if this weren't enough, my syndicate in New York advised
me that they received • telephone call from a 9l-year-old
reader of the Dallas Times-Herald claiming that he was the
author of that poem and be wanted to know where in the
blazes Abby found it!
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tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Vanity could stand in your
way. Important career
progress for those quick to
capitalize on opportunity.
Work overtime if necessary.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Accept an invitation for a
pleasure trip. Make plans
now. Sports and other leisure
time activities bring much
happiness.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)n°9".
. Protect valuable
friendships. Be loyal.
Negotiate loans and arrange
for property improvements. A
green light for all domestic
activities. -
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) ele)
Forget about keeping up
with the Joneses. Instead take




(July 23 to Aug. 22)44k
A job opportunity has
terrific profit porential.
Paying attention to physical
fitness brings dividends. Join
health clubs.
VIRGO
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701 South 4th St. Murray, Ky.
TENT SHOW —Tents designed and constructed by student, in an art class at Murray
State University are shown as they were exhibited in the Clara M Eagle Gallery of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on the campus. The project assigned bj Jim White, assistant
professor of art, was the subject of an article by Jerry Speight, instructor of art, in a recent
issue of the Kentucky Art Education Association Journal.
Jerry Speight, Art Instrlictor,
Has Article In Kentucky Journal
An article about tent design
and construction in an art
class at Murray State
University recently appeared
in the Kentucky Art Education
Association Journal.
Written by Jerry Speight,
instructor of art, the 4hticle
explains the activity through
both text and visuals.
The project, was initiated by
Jim White, assistant professor
of art, in a design materials
class to provide students with
a large-scale sculpture
problem that involved
designing a tent that was
original, visually pleasing,
and useable.
Included in the project were
the study of commercial
examples, preliminary
sketches, selection of a final
design, the building of a small-
scale model of cloth and piano
wire, and finally construction
of the full-sized tent.
Walls of the tents were
made of' nylon, with ribegutss
pies inserted into sewn
panels to become the sup-
porting skeleton of the
structure.
After the tents were com-
pleted, they were used for a
tao-day camping experience
at Colson Bay in the Land
Between The Lakes which
allowed students to test their
tents, s4 other designs and
record them on film, and
participate in a social event
artsitte the claSsroom.
Physical Education Programs For
Handicapped Students Being Held
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A
number of Kentucky school
teachers will be learning first
hand how to conduct physical
education programs ,for
handicapped students.




"Project ACTIVE" to the
educators. They will then be
able to put its concepts to work
in their own schools.
Project ACTIVE All
Children Totally Involved
Exercising) trains teachers to





through adulthood. It is a
federally funded program
which began in New Jersey
and is now being introduced
throughout the country under
the sponsorship of the
National Institute of
Education and the United
States Office of Education.
Dr. Glenn 'Real, former
chairman of the Department
of Education at Wagner
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1980
What kind of day will Take the initiative in
planning dates. Enjoy
activities with children.
Shared hobbies could lead to
romantic introductions. "
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 41--in
Be considerate of others.
Forget petty or trival
concerns and concentrate on
improving family welfare.
Opportunity close to home.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeV
Be polite with co-workers.
Accept an invitation to a




(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 340.
You could be careless with
money. Still, you have a good
chance to improve your
income potential now. Devote
energies to career.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A family member may be
sensitive. Opportunity in
distant places. Make travel
plans. Publishing and
educational matters go well.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) "'
An opportunity to be a silent
partner. Keep financial
dealings confidential. Don't
let the cat out of the 1?ag
Money upswing!
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Investigate business
partnership opportunity.
Spouse may have good news!
Make financial considerations
paramount. Aim high!
' YOU BORN TODAY art
both -artistic and scientific.
You have a flair for the
written and spoken word and
know how to sell yourself and
your product. This gift for self-
expression aids you in both
business and creative activity.
True to your sign, you're a
humanitarian and interested
in the general welfare. You'd
make a good spokesnan for a
cause. You'd also 'succeed n
law, acting, advertising,
education,, welfare work,
literature, publishing, and art.
Overcome your detachment





seienthet; and Lorne Greene,
actor.•
College, Staten Island, N.Y.,
will conduct the -workshop,
which is sponsored by the
Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Children, Ken-
tucky - Department .of
.Education. Leach has an
extensive' 'background in
education and physical
education and has served
widely as a consultant in his
field.
Billie R. Downing, head of
the Bureau of Education for
- Exceptional Children, says
Project ACTIVE workshop
participants will be special
education and physical
education teachers and ad-
ministrators.
"They will learn how to
develop a program for each of
their students, based on the
individual student's strengths
and weaknesses." she said.
Dr. Leach will cover ac-






participants will have the
opportunity to work with
'children as part of their
training. The bureau will
provide technical assistance
as participants introduce the
Project ACTIVE concepts in
their own school systems.
HEALTH 
Too young to forget
Lawrence t. Larno,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB 1 ni
writing to you in desperation
To put it plainly. I can't
remember I am serious I
can't I've gone to writing
things down At times I say.
-Oh. I won't forget that,- but I
do I would be too embarrass-
to go to my doctor He
Would probably snicker
anyway My husband becomes
perturbed with me. I am
young and on no medication
What can I do?
DEAR READER - You
refrained from telling me
what your age is but it really
doesn't matter because people
can have memory problems
at any age. It is not necessari-
ly a sign of old age. That's
why we have to be careful
about deciding that an older.
person who has trouble
remembering things has this
problem simply because of
age. There are a lot of reasons
for such difficulties.
Since we do see this rather
commonly in people as they
get older, though, we tend to
associate it with age. I includ-
ed quite a bit of information
on this problem in The Health
Letter number 14-2, The
Aging Mind. I am sending you
a copy that has some sugges-
tions in it about what you can
do in reference to your
memory. Other' readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551. Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Some people seem to be
able to remember things more
easily than others but a lot of
this is training. If you've nev-
er learned to play the piano,
you may not do eery well if
you sit down to play. The
same thing is true in training_
the memory. If you haven't
made any real effort to train
it, it may not work so well.
7-2500/44.
STOM GIRL
Susan Jill is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. James
Stom of Benton Route 1 for
their baby girl, weighing eight
pounds eight ounces,
measuring 201/2 inches, born
on Wednesday, Jan. 30, at 2:42
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, 3eremy
Sean, 21/2.. The father em-
ployed at the Goodyear Tire
and Rubber Company, Union
City, Tenn. The mother is the
former Sally Cope.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Stom of Almo
Route 1 and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Cope of Benton Route
1. Great grandparents are
Jessie Stom of Murray, Mrs.
Janie Willie of Wingo, Mrs.
Lila Cope of Benton, and Mrs.
Berna Starks of Hardin.
Bottle Left At Ecuador Is
Found, 1rench Polynesia
'RNA, Okla. (AP) —
Richard' and Martha Jones
have a new pen pal, but it's a
good bet they won't use the
Same "postman" to continue
the correspondence.
'Last April while they were
cruising off the coast of
Ecuador, Mrs. Jones wrote a
note, put it in a bottle and
tossed it over the side. The
note contained their address,
the date and a request that the
finder write them. She said
she didnt expect a reply. ,
"hi respone to the request
that I found in the sea bottle, I
am writing you this letter,"
the letter from a woman
named Tahirihiri Houa said
this week.
"Your bottle dated 4-25-1979
was found on Jan. 18 on the
eastern side of Rangiroa in the
Tuomotation Arch. Rangiroa
is located about 350 miles NE
of Tahiti in French
Polynesia..."
I would suggest that you
start a regular program of
exercising your mind and
developing your memory.
Start learning to remember
lists of things I have included
in The Health Letter I've sent
you the idea of using word
associations Start memoriz-
ing poems. quotations or other
things. Try to picture things
as you see them. In fact, you
might be wise to go by the
bookstore and pick up a good
book on memory training.
I do think it's very impor-
tant for people to start train-
ing their memory when
they're young. The higher the
development of their memory
and mental faculties, the long-
er they will serve them well
as they get older.
I often think one of our best
examples of this is some of
our great musicians who have
lived to quite old age and still
are able to remember and
play musical scores with une-
qualleu s because
they trained their memories
and continued to work the
memory system so it contin-
ues to function for them for
years.
Basically, the mind is a lot
Like muscles and it can be
trained in almost everyone
Sometimes it's easier to train
the mind of some people than
it is others, just as it's easier
for some people to learn to
become a skilled musician
than it is for others.
Sometimes a perton may
have too much to remember
A good example is the busy
executive. He usually has a
secretary to remember the
more routine things for turn
while he remembers the big
things. A mother can have so
many things to remember in a
busy family that she may
have the same problem. But
in most cases some memory
training will help at least
some.
Artists-In-The-Schools Is
Program By Kentucky Arts
Commission; Need Persons
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Writers and poets are being
sought by the Kentucky Arts
Commission for its Artists-in-
the-Schools program.
The increasing success of
the program since its in-
ception in 1979, according to
its director Nancy Carpeater,
has created a demand for
writers to serve as poets-in-
the-schools.
. Published and active
writers and poets interested in
working in elementary. and
secondary schools are being
sought by the commission to
serve as poets during the 1980-
81 school year.
Writers chosen to par-
ticipate in the program are
hired for the full school year
and work in schools and
communities throughout the
"state. During their residencies
the poets are available to help
with community literary
projects in addition to their
teaching duties.
Poets-in-the-schools each
receive a grant of $10,1300
which includes travel ex-
penses. Each poet will serve
four to six residencies during
the year of his or her par-
ticipation in the program.
"Selection of participants is
based on the recom-




is given to the applicant's
ability to involve others in the
ideas and processes involved
in writing as well as the
quality of the applicant's own
writings."
Carpenter said that while
experience working with
students and community
groups is desirable, it is not a
requirement for con-
sideration.
Applicants who submit full
credentials by the March 15
deadline will be interviewed in
April. Selection of par-
ticipants is expected to be
announced in May.
For information on ap-
plication requirements,
contact: Nancy Carpenter,
Director, Arts and Education,
Kentucky Arts Commission,
302 Wilkinson Street, Frank-
fort, Ky. 40601 or telephone
(502) 564-3757.
Performance and reliability
in a different kind of
Zenith hearing aid.
MI Shaped to fit comfortably in-the
ear...not out of it.
• Custombuilt for your particular
hearing loss and wearing comfort.
Small and comfortable yet powerful enough to meet the hear-ing needs of most people who can be helped by a hearing aid.Your compfete satisfaction is assurect.by Zenetron's ConsumerProtection Plan.
• 30 Day Money-lack Privilege There are Zenith Hearing Aids of
(except for modest dispensing fee) every type to fit your needs, by...
Inctei:nd eton,anedtrtoaffrithated
• One Year Limited Warranty
• Three Year After-Purchase 
Service Plan with Zenith Radio Corp
15% Discount On Batteries
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OWONET
Sweethearts need to be reminded of just how
special they are, especially on the day
for lovers, St. Valentine's Day. Bright's
and Monet have Just the gift to prove
your affection, chains and hearts.
Give her a great Valentine gift.
SIMHTS
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Business Mirror II) John Conniff
A Checkup
In Businesses
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. AP) — Scores
of businesses come each year to Dr.
Sidney Schoeffler's clinic for their
regular physical checkup — rate of
return, productivity, market share,
tactics, cash flow and the like.
The companies are put through a
detailed set of tests in which their
performance is measured against
standards obtained from a data base of
2,000 business units that report in strict
confidence to the clinic.
When the data analysis is completed,
company strengths and weaknesses are
revealed as clearly as those of a human
being whose pulse, blood pressure, and
lung capacity are examined in a
hospital clinic.
Schoeffler and his staff operate the
Strategic Planning Institute, a non-
profit think tank into which 250
members companies pour data about
their performance, and from which
general health standards emerge.
Input is understandably _enormous
and varied. It comes from large cor-
porations operating many business
units, and small companies with one or
a few units. And from foreign as well as
domestic concerns.
All members (their dues range from
about $10,000 to $20,000 a year) report in
a corrunrnon format what they do about
. pricing, expansion, personnel,
marketing and the like.
They describe the market and their
Share: expanding, shrinking, local,
national. The • competition: few or.
many, small or large, similar product
ash ington Today
or differentiated. And results: growth,
cash flow, profit, loss.
The first PIM.S (profit impact of
market strategies) tests seeks to
determine if a company's return on
investment is up to expectations. The
data bank establishes a par-RIO for the
company, based on analysis of com-
panies with similar characteristics.
"If profits are below par there is
strong evidence of an operating
problem," says Schoeffler. "Either
that or the company is in the middle of a
price war." Additional tests bring out
the facts.
An audit of productivity follows, often
giving early warning of poor
management decisions.
Marketing-type information — sales
force and advertising expenses as a
percentage of sales — are examined for
each business unit of a member com-
pany.
Changes in market share are
examined. If a company increases its
share by 3 percent, and par for a
company of its characteristics is 5, it
can lead to a revision of tactics. If the
reverse is true, it can mean either of
two things: a temporary windfall or
superior tactics.
A cash flow (cash generated versus
cash used) test follows. Because of high
borrowing costs, it can reveal critical
flaws for small, growing companies in
need of cash. (lr, if the company has a
large market share and little chance to
expand, it might suggest investment
possibilities.
An AP News ,Cualysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
Reagan Has Near
Miss In Tax Trap
CONCORD, N.H. ( AP) — Ronald
Reagan almost walked into. New
Hampshire's tax trap the other day. He
stopped just short — in mid-sentence.
Reagan, sporting a yellow fireman's
jacket, was Shaking hands at the Globe
Manufacturing Co. in Pittsfield, N.H.,
which makes them, when a woman
complained about high property taxes
- and asked what could be done.
The former California governor
began a dissertation on tax equity and
:re said property taxes should be ear-
marked for services related to property
ti ownership, such as police and fire
:I protection.
He said people .should "look at a
broader-based tax, based on your
, ability to pay."
That's the trap. New Hampshire has
- no income or general sales taxes, and
woe be to the politician who suggests
one. Governors have fallen over the
suggestion that they might seek such a
•`' tax.
Reagan said that if someone -is sick
and oul of work, they pay no income tax
because they aren't earning any
•: money. If they're broke, they don't
:•- make the purchases that incur sales
. 'Ca es.
But property taxes go on, he said,
whatever the earnings. ". .. When that
: bill comes due, it's pay the bill or lose
the house ... whether you're able to pay
or not." j
That 'brought him to the point of
4
suggesting alternative taxes. "I think
4
the only tax" he said, then stopped
• abruptly, and said no more.
The Concord Monitor published an
account of his comments. Reagan's
campaign chief, Gerald P. Carmen,
called it1 a smear. If so, Reagan was
smeared with his own words.
Reagan himself denied that he had
proposed any broadbased tax for New
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated arttcles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a • forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions .
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
'a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
Stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the ,particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor. 
By the same 
token,. 
if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and.
a reader feels thaer the issue-merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the effirof or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
Hampshire. He hadn't. But in a New
Hampshire campaign, even mentioning
the subject is a risky business.
"Certainly I would never presume to
tell the citizens of New Hampshire how
they should manage their fiscal af-
fairs," he said later in a statement
issued by his campaign headquarters.
It was Reagan's second time around
on the subject. Four years ago, the
campaign forces of then-President
Gerald R. Ford said Reagan's proposed
cuts in federal subsidy programs would
force New Hampshire into an income or
sales tax.
Reagan denied it, said he wanted to
return revenue sources to the states
along ; wjth responsibility for some
programs now run from Washington
and added, as he did this time, that New
Hampshire's tax system is an example





Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartlbe, 114 E: Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My mother is now a
widow of six months. I am extremely
worried about her as she has developed
poor .eating habits. She is a wonderful
cook and can afford to buy all the food
she needs. She just won't eat right. She
keeps saying "Now that I am alone,
there is no need to cook a bra meal." Do
you have any advice? — B.B.
ANSWER: Studies have shown that
older people often have poor appetites
or eat poorly for a variety of reasons.
Perhaps the most common cause of
nutritional deficiency is the person's
reluctance to go to the trouble of
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Murray State College accepted 511 students for die 1945 fall
semester, according to an announcement made by M. O. Wrather
acting president. A year previously 386 registered for fall classes
The increase reflected the interest returning servicemen had in edu-
cation. Dr. Ralph H. Woods, state director of %ocational education
was elected president of Murray State College by a unanimous
vote of the board of regents Oct. 11, 1945. His salary was set at
$5,000 a year with a contract of four years duration.
Robert M. Lamb, general manager for the stove plant under
construction in Murra, announced the facility here would be named
Murray Manufacturing Company.
Thus ended the fateful years of World War 11 in Calloway
County and the nation. Rationing of commodities 'ryas being sharph
curtailed with the free enterprise system being permitted to operate
in a more unrestricted market. Although the draft system was grad-
ually being reduced to only a few men each month, the voluntary
enlistment program had returned in the closing months of the 1945
year. Thus came to a sad end one of the most tragic periods in
Calloway's history. In comparison, perhaps, the casualties of the
Civil War were much greater, but the lack of specific records failed
to shock at this late-date with the intensity of World War II.
SUNSHINE OF PEACE USHERS IN NEW ERA
Earlier announcement of the construction of a Tappan Stove
plant in Murray and the naming of that organization as the Murray
Manufacturing Company pumped expectations sky high by giving
the project a local identification. Soon after ground-breaking cere-
monies in October, 1945, a significant sort of replay of.sincere faith
as well as an opportunity to get officials' pictures in the newspapers',
Mr. LAmb announced again prevailing wale ifri the area would be
paid TOT 'We anticipired 'payroll Of -406 to 506 ern- ployees. -The
repeat announcement of prevailing wages did not set too well with
a community expecting wages paid more on the higher level of
northern plants.
To Be Contielped
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person.
As your mother said, the general
attitude is that there is no 'need to
prepare a big meal for only one person.
By "big" most mean varied
You must convince your mother that
in order to stay healthy, she must have
a diet which includes all the different
elements which the body needs for good
health. Many people who live alone
have special ways to make meals
pleasant. The following six tips may be
helpful.
Learn to prepare foods that look
good. Have a variety at most meals so
that you will not become tired of fixing
the same things. You might purchase
one of the cookbooks that are for people
who will be cooking for only one or two
persons. Prepare a meal for yourself
with as much care as you would use if
you were having company for dinner,
Don't eat every meal in the same
room. If you enjoy television, eat oc-
casionally while watching TV. Or take
your dinner to your lawn or patio or
near a window where you can look out.
If you know of someone else who also
lives alone, have one meal each week at
one another's home. Try experimenting
with recipes on each other.
Plan an outing, either alone or with a
friend or family member every week or
so, that will include eating a meal out.
Consumer Continent
You can combine this meal with either
shopping or a movie, seeing a play or an
orchestra, or after church on Sunday.
Cook larger quantities of some of
your favorite foods that can be reheated
ttiro or three days later, or frozen and
used later. Nourishing soups (home-
made, of course) and casseroles are
great for this purpose and can be used
later when you really don't feel like
cooking.
Try to find other company to keep you
interested or entertained while you are
eating. The radio can provide company
for you, or look through a magazine or
catalog while you eat. Havthg your
mind off of silence and lonliness will
help r'..-you to enjoy your meal much
more.
HEART LINE: I know that this is
something I should already have looked
into, but I didn't know who to ask. Can
you tell me what I need to take with me
to the Social Security office when I file
for my benefits? I am retiring next
month. — A. L.
ANSWER: You will need documented
proof of your age, your W-2 forms from
the preceeding year if you worked, and
your Social Security number. If you do
not have proof of your age, you will be






A growing number of consumers are
taking their complaints to small claims
courts and efforts are under way to im-
prove the system.
Legislation recently approved by
Congress is designed to help state and
local governments establish or upgrade
dispute-settlement programs, including
small claims courts. The bill, called the
Dispute Resolution Act, includes a pro-
vision for grants and research con-
tracts and sets up an information clear-
_inghouse in the Department of Justice.
The Chamber of Commerce of the
United States has been urging an
overhaul of the small claims system for
several years. In 1976, the chamber pro-
posed a Model Consumer Justice Act
designed to simplify court procedures
and make it easier for individuals to sue
for damages and to collect judgements.
Critics of the small claims system
charge that court hours are often inflex-
ible and locations inconvenient. They
also say that individuals who win their
cases have a hard time collecting; one
study showed that more than four of 10
judgments were never received.
Small claims et urts handle
everything froth tenant-landlord
arguments to disputes between
customers and stores over goods or ser-
vices. The atmosphere is informal. You
can present your oivii case to the judge.
You do not need a lawyer and, in some
areas, may be prohibited from using
one. There is no jury.
Esther Peterson, special assistant to
the 'president for consumer affairs,










be relatively small, sometimes
as low as $100.. In addition, only money
is at stake, not property or merchan-
dise."
The Chamber of Commerce has
recorrunended that small claims cases
be limited to a maximum of $1,000. The
'same limit would apply to
counterclaims filed by defendants.
The chamber alio says that regular
-7wdges--s100ld- be qssignest to -small. •
claims courts, on either p temporary or -
permanent basis. Courtishould be open
during normal-court hours, plus as least.
one evening a week and one Saturday
morning
gPaetmerst.&fs has some advice for
consumers planning to use =all
claims courts. Among her suggestions:
--Find out what the court is like by
visiting it during a session. Check the
phone book under city, county or state
government for listings under "small
claims" or "people's courts."
—While you're at the court, ask for
the necessary forms to fill out. Usually
your case will be heard within two
weeks after you indicate you intend to
sue.
_ --Br-ready to'state-your casetleady
and briefly. Rehearse your remprki
ahead of time. You will have only a
short time in which to explain your pro-
blem and it's important to make the
most of it.
—Be sure you appear in court on the
day scheduled unless you have made
arrangements to have the date chang-
ed.
Bible 'Thought
The day following, Jesus would go
forth into Galilee, and findeth Philip,
and saith unto him. "Follow me." —
John 1:43.
As Jesus called men and women in
His own day to follow Him, so today
He is stili.calling men and women to
follow Him. What is your answer to
His call!
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A survey by a Padueah television sta-
tion revealed yesterday that teachers in
the -.tactual- Purchase area overwhelm:- -
ingly favor a strike if the General
Assembly fails to meet demands by the
Kentucky Education Association.
Airman Virginia R. Schroader will be
attending the Air Traffic Controller
Course at Travis AFB, California, and
kirmao Patricia A. Schroader will be
assigned to Loring AFB, Maine, for
training as an administrative
specialist. They are daughters of Mr.
and Mrs. Sampson Schroader.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bertha
Dixon, 86, and Mrs. Odie Folwell.
The Murray Lions Club held its an-
nual Valentine party at the Murro
Woman's Club House with wives .as
special guests. Bryan Tolley was
honored for 29 years of perfect atten-
dance.
Miss Lynn Lorraine Farley, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Farley, was
married to James Keith Garvin, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Garvin of Furl
Wayne, Ind., on Jan. 17.
Chuck roast is listed as selling for 79
cents per pound in the ad for Storey's
Food Giant this week.
20 Years Ago
Murray State College Dean Matt
Sparkman will be the principal speaker
at the Boy Scout Fund Drive Breakfast
to be held Feb. 13 at the .Muira-y
Woman's Club House. Leonard Vaughn
will be toastmaster.
Clegg Austin, Mary Ann Underwood..
William Smith, and Lochie Fay Hart,
journalism students at Murray High
School, have been accepted as
members of the Quill and Scroll Intena-
tional Honor Society.
Walter G. Inman, instructor at Mur-
ray State College, discussed "The Pro-
blem of Communisth in the United
.States" at the *meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. •
The Rev. Leonard Cole is serving as
pastor of the Elm Grove Baptist Chur-
ch.
Hazel beat Murray Training and
Lynn Grove beat Hazel in the opening
games of the Calloway County High
School Basketball Tournament played
at the Carr Health Building, Murray '
State College. High team scorers .were
Lamb for Hazel, Magness for Murray
Training, Parks and H. Howard lot
Lynn Grove, and Usrey for Kirksey.
30 Years /Igo
A special feature headlined "Good
Practices Make Poor Land A Top
Showplace" ispublished today. This is
a story about the farm of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Wilson and children, Patricia
and Mark.
L. E. Hall of the Paducah office of
Social Security gave an explanation of
the present Social Security Act at the
meeting of the Murray Lions Club held
at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Jones, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jewell Mardis, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Don McCord.
New officers of the Murray Baseball
Association include Carl Further,
Carney Andrus, Allen Rose, Dennis
Taylor, Rob Gingles, Arlo Sprunger, J.
B. Buchanan, Norman Hale, H. T. Dan-
ner, Woodrow Herndon, Darr.gl.
Shoemaker, Edgar Howe, and Lubie
Veal,
Lillian Watters, Lois Gunning,
Jeanette McDougal and Muriel Baar of
the Music Department presented the
program at the meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Oneida Fordr-ehairnian of • the -
Delta group.
Today In History
By The Associsted Press
Today is Monday, Feb. 11, the 42nd
day of 1980. There are 324 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 11, 1945, the World War 13
Yalta agreement was signed by
President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill, and Soviet Prenter Josef
Stalin.
On this date:
In 1531, King Henry VIII was
recognized as supreme head of the
church in England.
In 1808, hard coal was first used as
fuel — in Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
In 1847, the inventor of the light bulb,
Thomas Alva Edison, was born in
Milan, Ohio.
Ten years ago, a Los Angeles
superior court, in a landmark ruling,
ordered the city to integrate its 555
schools within 18 months.
Five years ago, Margaret Thatcher
was elected leader of the British
Conservative Party, becoming the first
woman to head a major political party
in Britain.
One year ago, the Iranian army with-
drew from a standoff between Prime
Minister Shahpour Bakhtiar and
Ayatollah Khomeini, leaving the
Islamic leader poised to take control of
oetratry.
Todgy's Birthdays: Texas Sen. Lloyd
Belltiell is 59.111);21131003t `Arabi
Johnson of Masters and Johnson is 55.
Thought for today: Too often we
enjoy the comfort of opinton without the
discomfort of thought— President John
F. Kennedy (1917-1963)















































































































4 DAYS.• 3 NIGHTS • ROUND TRIP AIR FARE
• CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR RENTAL CAR •
TWO DAYS ENTRANCE FEE TO DISNEY
WORLD • 16 PASSES
OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE
Kennedy Space Center • Cypress Gardens • Sea World
Circus World • Stars Hall of Fame
$500 in "Sunshine" Merchants Certificates
TO BE SPENT WITH PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS
THIS IS A "SUNNY" THOUGHT
"Palm Tree" Savings Bond





WINNERS CAN "SWAY" WITH THESE.
' ;Isc.A $400 "Tropical" Savings Certificates
AT
Bank of Murray Security Federal
Peoples Bank
Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan Assn.












YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINNERS!
WINO
OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST" RULES
1 you ARE ENCOURAGED TO VASIT,-as often as
you wish the areas participating business s
displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST banner Clear-
ly print your name address and phone number
on the YOUR CHANCE provided by each par
ticipating business and this Newspaper
2. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You must be an
adult Entries are limited to one per adult - per
visit Employees of this Newspaper are not eligi-
ble to play.
3 ENTER OFTEN. There will be one or more win
ners each week The odds of winning depend on
the number of entries Since this program is
strictly local in nature, the odds are more
favorable than a comparable Statewide or Na-
tionwide program
4 EACH ENTRY must be on the YOUR CHANCE
REGISTRATION as provided, and must be
legibly written or hand printed Machine
duplication or mechanically reproduced entries •
will be declared void
5 THERE WILL BE RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
WEEK OF THIS 10-WEEK PROGRAM.
IA) Each week the follow ,nr• will be awarded
a 50 00 in SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CER-
TIFICATES. (Total of $50000 tor Pro
gram ) All winners must redeem this
script no later than 7 days after the of
I icial end of this Program
b Six $5000 U S Savings Bonds i Total of
S300 00 for the Program) •
(8) IN ADDITION, FLORIDA VACATION WIN
NERS will be selected from dr tawinqs dur
mg 10th week of the program (All winners
must use these vacations within 3 months
after the end of the Program )
IC) IN ADDITION. THE WINNERS OF THE
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be selectPd frr)rri
drawirrgs the 5th and 10th weeks
6 NO SUBSTITUTION OF PRIZES ALLOWED.
Unclaimed prizes will not be awarded All en
tries become the property of this Newspaper
and none will be returnet1
7. Some Travel Dales Not Available
* ALL WINNERS WILL BE LISTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK.
* ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON BY APPEARING AT THE OFFICE OF THIS NEWSPAPER NO
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR RESPECTIVE NAMES. ALL PRIZES ARE FOR
WINNERS ONLY. THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE!
* WINNERS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEIR PRIZES WITHIN THE TIME SPECIFIED.
•
• Register at the participating businesses shown on the following pages as many times as you
like. No purchase necessary to\Nin. You must be 18 years of age or older to win.
• WINNERS ARE NOT NOTIFIED. -Winners names will be published every week in the store's
- advertisement Where-they won: You must-read theaadsovery week lo find out if you haye won.
If you are a winner your name and address will appear in the advertisement and you have four
days to notify the newspaper.














Trademark of THE SINGER CON1PA \
Bel-Air Center
753-5323






Why gamble with your
nest egg? Our high in-
terest savings accounts
are a sure thing...be-.
cause they're govern-






Show Her You Care
















• 1 METAL BLINDS












Sweets For Your Sweet
Present This Coupon For
Free Dessert
With The Purchase Of
1 Full Course Meal









































































0% Off 14K Gold
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Hatcher Auto Sales




great price plus a
$50




leolExtrom when you buy any 1980
TI'
25" or selected 19"






Atotlitorronoon stoloto Fail bow" Cotton .WoottiproHnod. appitod
to durable wood products on lop end ends Freest and bolo of minutotod
mood Molt Oat. rota (125260f ) a, Peron co/or a2S2611 Elerfronu
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We have the plumbing supplies
you need when you need them we
know plumbing from A to Z and






NOt S IN IL
Supply Company
901 Arcadia 753-6822
Its a trunk, a table
a treasure chest to add
decorative spice
to your room
This handsome hide-c- way from Krebs
Stengel is our newest decorative spore
saver convenient storage table high Us
it as on end occasionol or ocktoil table
Combine two or more for the modulo,
look Record olbums lust fit the small size
larger sizes ore stylish stashes for house
hold items such os bed linens etc At three
sizes ore Q./ridable in Brass with Nickel trim
or Nickel with Brass trim or
eosy core Vinyl Wicker or Cone patterns




16 • le a
6,06 .1.1%.“•4
I, • 1 lb a I. laglia
Wni albetle. 000 801•0 0 0.















160, 1 125, 1.210 sec
speeds. Built-in cover,
handle, strap. Shop now.
Good Thru Sat. Feb. 16th
4c=ui
71-11E SAWING mt ACE































New Shipment Every Friday!
0 en at 12:00 Noon
By day we provide all those services were famous for checking savings.
financial counliling • the list goes on and on. And at might, the great service
continues Our Big M Money AAnchine takes over to provide oil day all right
banking for some very special people our customers You never know
when you II need some ready cash,or to make a transfer or deposit, so if you










No 46 Shady Oak
Murray 753.4070
Won the 1 100 Savings-Accountf rom Boni. of Murray
P.-- West Ky.-Appliance ---Sales-Unice-Parts







you re away • Clock
with 1-hour timer
• Removable surface
units • Lift-up top









controls • Removable sur-
face units • Lift-up cooktop











































Packaged in a Clever Beating
Heart -Can't Bear to be With
out You gift giving box.
Sizes: 28-40
A Great Companion Gift—
,.?"' Jockey V-Neck T-Shirt.
Sizes: S. M, L, XL
iBurkittgllarn Nay, iCtd. °
I atatvi•rail
Qraharn (St. Jackson


































24 Hr. Wrecker Service.
Day 753.6779 or 753-8346 - Night 436-2318









$2 9 9 9 5
Reg. 5369.95





Make It Easier With
Travelers Checks with no issue charge.
Accidental death insurance. -
CheCash - Personalized Checks
Personalized Identification Card
Safe Deposit Box
National discounts on car rentals, motels
and recreation
All this arid more for a low monthly fee.







14 Kt. Gold For a.


























Auto. draft damper controls air intake according to thermostat set-
ting. Strong, welded steel firebox with aluminized steel top. Double-.







Full line of stove mats, stove boards, stove pipes. .s the winner of th.•































• Register and .lay your gown• away now. While the choice is
_greatesi. _ -
Special













Come by, see Glen and
you'll see why more peo-



















- Spring & Summer
Sandals
Dress Shoes For Easter
4







One bead, two beads,
three beads, lour . .
create the net klare you
want with our brilliantly
polished gold beads. Mix
and mingle the size and
number on your choice
of 14K gold chains:
(For added interest, mix
our 14K gold beads with
our cultured pearls,
All from Tacoa. Al right
are threegold bead ideas.
Costume Jewelry, Owe,Senm and
on an 111-'
chats,









Colors: Green, Yellow, White















Sony presents the new KP-5000 TV projection system..:,:
You've got to see it to believe it: a big, bright, beautiful:
50" screen (measured diagonally) that puts you right in:
the middle of all your favorite TV action. Sports events,]
movies, everything comes alive on Sony projection
Twin ground glass lenses and world-famous Sony
technology combine to give you the sharpest projection
:,.'picture yet, with professional controls that make in-
dividual fine tuning easier than ever. The Sony KP-5000.:'




Five Points - Murray, Ky.
Treat Someone Special
Thursday, February 14th is
St. Valentine's Day.
Traditionally a day to say,
I love you to someone special.
Show your Valentine,
how special she is,









hidepoisemtly Owniks1 & Op•roml by























February Rate - 10.65%
Compounded Day
Effective Annual Yield 11.236%
Murray Murray
South   Downtown
Branch Hopkinsville Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.




















TO GET MORE OF A TRUCK: JEEP TRUCK
MORI traction through ,no
and ice from Jeep's unbeatable
tour-wheel drive traction Pius,











MOM payload capacity than the Sig 3!
NONE reasons: Jeep Trucks ani
very competitively priced.







From me Truck Dtvisiaan ol anp
JEEP PICKUP.
BUILT ROUGH AND RUGGE











NOW 2 2 3 9 6
Murray Lawn
& Garden Center




is around the corner...







Como Out And Son Us
No. 8 Dixieland Center
753-3011
•
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hay N.ossetor wearing jeans and red and white
stripe top says, -Come shop with us. -- these
leans shirts and many more
1/2 PRICE
(Print) Frace' which Ailene Greene selected for
Ron as a valentine gift. Oops Ron hope we haven't
spoiled your surprise. Kay also says. . . -Roses ore
Red, Violets are blue, and she sends a special
greeting to eaciiond everyone of you.




Want To Save Some Money?
OUR BEST MONEY SAVING BUYS :7
FORD DEMOS AND ONE OWNER
LOCAL TRADE INS.
71111)&1E1re Wags* Red-Plum V4 motor. auto, power steering,
power brakes, air, cruise control. tilt wheel and more Very
low miles
79 LTD Statics° Wapiti -Dark Jade. 302 V-8. auto, power steering.
power brakes, air, t in) I interior, low irides. all ttw necessary
. with the high cost of luxury
71 Futura 2 Door, Light Blue, one owner, luxury small car, small
6 C) tinder motor, good gas nuleage
79 Plata 2 door orange. auto. AM radio, one owner, a fine car to
drive to wort or run errands We'll make a little you save a
lot.
71 Cougar XR7 - Demo, white, moon roof, with all luxuries you
would ever want See and drive and soull love it
79 LTD Landau 2 door. grey and grey -velour interior. 5.000 miles,
one owner, extra extra option was added Nice only starts to
describe this one
79 ESS Granada 4 door, white. 6 cs tinder. auto am% power steer•
mg, power brakes Looks Isew inside and out One owner
trade in
71 Cougar XR7 Demo, creme and brown, all emupment, you'd be
first owner -we don't need it I ets make a deal
79 Mercury Marquis 2 door Cardova - a dream car if ever there
was one Velour interior would pass for new - A demo that
carries full 12 month or 12.000 mile warranty Loaded with
every accessory including C B
71 LTD Landau 4 door, light blue and blue velour interior, split
bench power seats, power windows, cruise control. Mt wheel
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Tuesday Night Spaghetti Special
Just right pasta with delicious meat sauce, served with
Pepperide Farm garlic bread
Tuesday night 4:00 p.m.-9 p.a..






$ 2 9 9 5
14K 18" Chain
*tthn Bead
$ 2 4 9 5
arnen geed Peg IS 00
NOW $ 350
',nee. geed Reg $500




he Gift of love® that
grow, with the years
OPEN DAILY 10:00 NI 6:00






















Naturally rounded to give your toes ,
plenty of room to relax and feel
comfortable. Soft crepe soles and
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Greene Takes No Chances In Nerve-Jangler
Mray Ledger & Times
Murray Defies Clock, EKU In 79-78 OVC Win
-- By DAVID HIBBI1TS
Sports Editor
RICHMOND, Ky. —
Although Murray State head
coach Ron Greene was not
taking any chances in pulling
his team off the court with no
time showing on the clock,
youthful Murray State's abili-
ty to creep back from an 18-4
deficit and escape the pitfalls
of playing at Easter,n Ken-
tucky with a harrowing 79-78
victory Saturday night just
had to be pre-destined.
How else could any observer
explain the nerve-jangling win
which allowed Murray to re-
tain sole possession of the Ohio
Valley Conference lead with
an 8-1 record to Western Ken-
tucky's 7-1 and its first sweep




Eastern road trip since its
back-to-back inception in 1966-
67.
Down by 14 points several
times in the first half after
winning the Thursday night
game at Morehead it had to
win, this gutsy team could
have decided it was not to be
their night.
After all, EKU forward
James Tillman was shooting
the lights out on the way to 19
first-half points and the Col-
onel front line was cleaning
the defensive boards to make
it appear this was to be
Eastern's one "super" night
of the season.
, But instead of allowing their
previous success to bury them
into too much of a hole, the
Racers dug into the trenches
as center Allen Mann and for-
wards Glen Greene and Gary
Hooker began to clear out
would-be rebounders while
• guard Mont Sleets was finding
the _shooting range, hitting
clutch bucket after bucket to
keep Eastern from pulling
away.
"I've never been prouder of
a team to come back from 14
down," Murray State head
coach Ron Greene said. "You
talk about guys with intestinal
fortitude-they've got it."
That intestinal, fortitude
came into focus on at least two
pivotal occasions. After a
Tillman basket with just nine
seconds left before halftime,
coach Greene was trying to re-
mind Sleets how little time
was left.
MURRAY S FRESHMAN FORWARD GLEN GREEN (2 l) shoots while Allen







By The Associated Press
Kentucky has reached the 21
victory plateau this basketball
season, partly because the
Wildcats shot a blistering 87.5
percent the Second half in
downing Alabama 72 to M.
The Louisville Cardinals
also have their 21st victory, a
79-73 decision over Providence
that left Coach Denny Crum
unhappy.
Murray and Western Ken- -
tucky remain one-two after
victories in the Ohio Valley
Conference race with a
showdown coming up Satur-
day in Murray.
By avenging an earlier loss
to the Crimson Tide, fifth-
ranked Kentucky remained
tied for first place in the
Southeastern Conferenee with
Louisiana State which had no
trouble in downing Georgia 96-
77.
Trailing by six at halftime,
Kentucky played better defen-
sively and hit 14 of 16 from the
field and 13 of 14 from the foul
line in the second half against
Alabama. Kyle Macy scored
20, Jay Shidler 18 for the
Wildcats. .
Louisville shot a very good
73.9 percent the second half




PLATTER R.. :3.95 $1.19
• 
• All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
• Tendet juicy Sirloin 
Steak
• Baked Potato or Frenth Fries
• A thIcilbeatt of Stockade Toad•• SIRLOIN-
••
4) Bel Air Center
•-• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Ow quality will keep you Nada' badc
upset Crum.
"It was obvious we didn't
come to play," he said. "We
won only because we were bet-
ter physically. Our play was
horrible."
Wiley Brown's 24 points led
the nationally third-ranked
Cardinals.
Louisville leads the Metro
by 1/2 games over Virginia
Tech, which defeated George
Wastngton 88-81 in a non-
conference test Saturday.
That sets up Monday night's
match between the Cardinals
and Tech at Blacksburg.
With Craig McCormick
scoring 16, Western Kentucky
downed Tennessee Tech 75-56.
Morehead got 28 points and 14
rebounds from Charlie Clay in •
romping over Austin Peay 102-
94. Akron, ineligible for the
OVC title, downed Middle Ten-
nessee 78-71 in a game that
doesn't count in the standings.
Murray goes to Middle Ten-
nessee and Western is at home
against Austin Peay Thursday
night in OVC action.
In other Saturday' action,
Bellarmine lost., 'to Wright
State 66-63 and Kentucky
• Wesleyavlowned St.Joseph's
• 92-86. Georgetown fell before
• CarsonNewman 70-58; Ken-•
• ,tucky State tapped _Northefri
• Kentucky 87-73 and Union was
•
• beaten by Tennessee
Wesleyan 55-53.
When Sleets looked up at the
clock while still in the
backcourt, he saw only :06,
:05, :04. But before time could
get away, he spurted to within
30 feet of the goal and fired,
hitting nothing but the net.
Murray trailed 42-36, but it
seemed more like a tie game.
"I j.old Mont he needed to
run that play more," Greene
said. .
"When there's pressure on
.64
we, coach said I should do
what I do best-shoot," Sleets
said
B', halftime, Sleets had
scored 11 points, mostly-dn his
unproved •outside shooting.
Just about every one of his
tvto-pointers kept Eatern
from starting another run like
its 15 consecutive points early.
But Sleets, along with Mann
and Greene, won the game at
the free throw sine. He coolly
MONT SLEETS t 101 shoots over Eastern Kentucky s Tommy Baker
(21) in Murray s 79-78 OVC win. Sleets was Murray's leading scorer
with 27 points.
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts
LOOKS LIKE A SURE THING • DOES IT NOT - Gary Hooker tIlt goes
up for a stun shot Mat bounced out in Murray's /9-78 win..
hit II Of 12 attempts, eight of
nine in the second half.
"I sorta blocked it out,"
Sleets said about the crowd
noise that resounded on each
Murray free throw in the
critical stages. "The crowd
was getting into the game. It
sorts helped me."
But ttie key free throw
history lay in what proved to
be the game-clinching points.
Having played some of his
best basketball this year
under the shadow of poise and
calmness, freshman Glen
Green was thrust squarely out
of hiding when he went to the
line with 13 seconds remaining
and Murray ahead 77-76.
"I'll tell ya," Ron Greene
said while catching his breath.
"When we were playing at
Memphis State, there were
five seconds left-and we were
down by one. They called two
timeouts on him (Green at the
line) and he misses.
"I told him you'll grow up by
February and you'll get that
one back."
And how Green got it back.
As every arm and hand in the
place tried -to stretch a little
farther to distract him, Green
paced the free throw circle,
stepped up to the line and hit
both tosses with aplomb.
He i_coach Greene) told me
that r the Memphis miss)
would help down the road,"
Green said. "The first thing
that came to my mind was the
Memphis free throws. I've
wanted since then to prove
myself."
Green finished the game by
hitting six of six attempts but
the best and perhaps most
unexpected success came
from Mann, who hit all eight
attempts and has now hit 19 of
his last 22 to go from 46 to 61
percent for the season.
"I practice them every
day," Mann said. "I've found
it now. I use the same routine
every time I step to the line.
Mann, who finished with 16
points and 14 rebounds, of-
fered more of a stately
senior's insight into Murray's
undatInted march to an Ohio
Valley Conference title.
"Iluiew we weren't going to
give up that easy," he said.
"They were going over our
backs ion the rebounds 1 early.
"We had confidence in
ourselves; we had to take the
ball inside more. I never felt
so good in my life. We're still
number one and we're going to
stay number one.
"I love them all," he said
about this team which has
pulled together in such a
remarkably short time and
despite injury problems.
"They don't play like
freshmen.
"Mont and Glen play like
juniors."
Maybe it was only fitting
that in a place where the 'ele-
ment. of time has been known
to be distorted in favo: of the
home team that it swung
around in Murray's favor
when Green_ stepped to that
line and, somehow, the final
shot would not fall in the last •
two seconds for-Eastern guar-d-
Donnie Moore with Sleets
draped around him.
There has been a changing
of the guard and of the clock.
Lady Racers Lose 10th
Of Last 12 To Eastern
The Murray State Lady
Racers still could not get un-
NOT TO BE DENIED Allen Mann (33) surges to the basket between
two [KU defenders for two of his 16 points
tracked as they lost their fifth
straight game and the 10th in
their last 12 in a 57-53 decision
to Eastern Kentucky.
Murray had two scorers in
double figures as Dianne
Oakley and Laura Lynn had 18
and 12 points, respectively.
"I just could not believe it,",
Murray head Cbach Jean
Smith said. "In the first half,
we went to four minutes and
had 10 fouls to their three. And
they were in a man-to-man.
"That's the first time I've
seen that many fouls 16
minutes in a man-to-man.!'
Murray's loss left it at 10-15
for the season and 2-8 in the









The Racer Club will hold a regular scheduled
meeting Tues., Feb. 12th from 12:00 p.m.-
1:00 p.m. at The Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Regular Luncheon For
All Racer Club Members & Guests
Coach Ron reene will review Saturday
night's contest with EasiernAy. •
A





Murray State s doubles team of Roger Berthianume deft) and Mike
Costigan made it to the semifinals betore losing to the Middle Ten-




Persson finished second in the
Ohio Valley Conference In-
door Tournament at the
Kenlake Tennis Center this
past weekend, losing in the
_ championship match _ to _
Morehead's Rick Leslie:7-6, 7-
6.
In his semifinal match,
Persson upset the defending
No. 1 .0VC champion, Peter
Heffernan of Middle Ten-
nessee State, 6-7, 6-2, 6-4.
The Murray doubles team of
Roger Berthianume-Mike
Costigan was knocked out in
the semifinals Saturday by
Peter Heffernan and Dale






Peter Hefferman , Middle Tennessee
*I. Nick Lee I Morehead 74, 74; Terje
Persson , Murray def. Jeff Zinn
Eastern -Kentucky 64.-627. Mats
Ljungman ( Murray def . Dale Short
, Middle Tennessee).; Rich Leslie
, Morehead I def Jeff Gola , Western Ken-
tucky 1 7-5, 6-7. 6-2.
Consolation Singles
First Round
Haklu Ozgenel ( Western Kentucky ,
def. Gregg Carter 1 Austin Pea', 6.0,6-1
Mark Davis , Akron 1. def. Rick Gentry
1 Tennessee Tech I 6-0, 6-2; Bibb Lan-
drum Eastern Kentucky i del. Gordon
Reed iTinnessee Tels 6-3; Don
Carbone 4 Austin Peay i def. Chris Wilcox
Akron 4-6. 6-3, 6-3.
Semifinals




Don Carbone-Rich Dlabik 'Austin
Pei), 1 def. Chris Wilcox-Chris Harris
, Akron I 6-4, 6-3; Peter Heffernan-Dale
Short Middle Tennessee I def. Roger




Rich Leslie-Nick Lee , Morehead del.
°onion- Reed-Rick Gentry tTennessee
Techi by default; Jeff Gola-Haldu
Ozgenel Western Kentucky I del. Jeff
Zinn-Dave Ghanayen , Eastern Ken-
tucky 6-4.6-1.
Championship





Leslie def Persson 7.1.7.1
Consolation Singles
Championship










Ernie Patterson — Second Place
High Jump. 6-10 : Stan Simmons —
Third Place Shot Put. 5241; Gary Rib-
bons — Third Place Mile Run. 4: 13.71;
Eddie Wedderburn — Third Place. 3.000
Meters. 8:248'; 4 x 40 Relay Team
Brent Konantz. Marshall Crawley.
Tony Smith. Elvis Forde I — Third
Place.3: 194. . _
Individual Competition
Satarday Night






Clyde Bradshaw typifies the
swaggering, no-sweat attitude
on the DePaul Blue Demons.
Among the players, that is.
Asked Saturday night about
his game-winning shot against
Dayton with three seconds
left, the DePaul guard
remarked:
"Our plan was to run the
clock to nine seconds and I
was supposed to take the last
shot. I just threw the ball up,
but I wasn't worried. I knew
that if I had missed, the game
would have-gone into overtime
— and we would have won."
The coach of this team
thinks differently, however.
"We got the scare of our
lives,' said Raj; Meyer after
the 65-63 victory that kept
DePaul's perfect record intact
at 20-0.
Close calls have been a
trademark of the nation's top-
ranked college basketball
team this year, hardly con-
ducive to a coach's peace of
mind. Four of the Blue _
Demons' victories have been
faShionett on - -two-polo
margins. Plus, there has been
one three-pointer and three
others by five.
DePaul's latest triumph was
gained a bit differently from
the others. In many of their
past games, the Blue Demons
squandered big leads and just
managed to hold on. This
time, they had to come from
behind.
"This was the first time we
really - had to come from-
behind and, somehow, won a
game which we probably
didn't deserve to," said
Meyer. "It was great to see us
come back like that."
While DePaul just managed
to escape with a victory, other
Top Twenty teams weren't as
lucky over the weekend.
In Saturday's action,
seventh-ranked Maryland was
beaten 90-81 • by 16th-ranked
Clemson; No. 9 Notre Dame
lost to North Carolina State 63-
55; No. 12 .Purdue dropped a
74-59 decision to Iowa; No. 18
Virginia lost to Georgia Tech
62-61, and Minois routed No. 20
Indiana 89-68.
In a Sunday game, 10th-
ranked Duke lost an 80-77 deci=
sion to Marquette.
Elsewhere, No. 2 Syracuse
walloped St. Bonaventure 105-
80; No. 3 Louisville stopped
Providence 79-73; fourth-
ranked Oregon State tripped
Arizona 73-63; fifth-ranked
Kentucky turned back
Alabama 72-63; No. 6 Loui-
siana State beat Georgia 96-
77; No. 8 St. John's whipped
Fordham 78-60; No. 13 Ohio
State stopped Michigan State
71-59; No. 14 Brigham Young
edged Utah 83-82; No. 16
Missouri whipped Kansas 88-
65; No. 17 Weber State
defeated Montana State 94-83
and No. 19 Arizona State
routed Oregon 88-65.
Bradshaw had forced a
Dayton turnover with 27
seconds remaining before
scoring his game-winning
basket for DePaul. The Blue
Demons trailed by as many as
16 points in the first half and 9
in the second before pulling
out the game.
Both Bradshaw and Meyer
saw positive points from the
close triumph.
"A lot of people think that
because • we haven't been
tested under pressure that we
might fall apart." said Brad-
shaw. "This was a good test.
The best thing that could have
happened all season happened
when Dayton refused to fold
and made us work hard."
Larry Nance's 24 points pac-
ed Clemson over Maryland,
handing the Terps only their
second ACC loss of the season.
The triumph made Bill Foster
the winningest coach in Clem-
son basketball history with 91
victories.
Hawkeye Whitney scored 23
points and North Carolina
State hit a red-hot 75 per cent
from the field- in the second
half to beat Notre. Dame. The
Irish led 22-20 after a defen-
sive struggle in the first half,
but Whitney. hit 6-of-7 shots
from the floor in the second
half as the Wolf pack took
charge:
Kenny Arnold's 20 points
and Steve Krafcisin's 18 paced
Iowa over Purdue. The
flawkeyes virtually shut off
.Joe Barry Carroll, holding the
Boilermaker center to but
seven points, 15 below hi.s
average.
Brook Steppe scored 21
points, including a pair of free
throws with eight. seconds re-
maining, to lead Georgia Tech
over Virginia, the first victor:,
ever in the Atlantic Coast CI m-
ference for the Yellow
Jackets. Georgia Tech, a
longtime independent playing
ii the ACC for the first time in
Its history, had lost its first 11
ludgue games betore Satur-
da
Reno Gray scored 25 points,
including eight straight in one
stretch early in the first half,
to lead Illinois' rout of In-
diana.
Oliver Lee scored three of
his 24 points in the final
Titillate to help Marquette beat
Duke. The Warriors had
squandered a 19-point lead
before pulling out the
nationally-televised game at
the end.
• - 1 couldn't be any more
pleased with the way we came
back." said Duke Coach Bill
Foster. "(But ) we caused a lot
of our own problems with our
turnovers. We gave it away.
They didn't steal it from us."
Run Payton came off the
bench to score 15 points and
Eddie Moss collected a school-
record 14 assists to lead
Syracuse over St. Bonaven-
lure.
- • We brought Ronnie
Ptyton2 into _the_ _game
because we. thought he could'
do the job on (Earl) Belcher,"
said Syracuse Coach Jim
Boeheim, referring to St.
Bonaventure's high Scorer.
--He also showed that he could
hit the open jump shot."
Wiley Brown's 24 points
helped Louisville beat Pro-
vidence; Steve Johnson
scored 28 points to lead
Oregon State over Arizona;
Kyle Macy scored. 20 points as
Kentucky came from behind
to beat Alabama; DeWayne
Scales' 31 points triggered.
It past Georgia; Bernard
Rencher scored 17 points as
St. John's breezed past For-
dham and Herb Williams' 26
points paced Ohio State over
Michigan State.
Also, Scott Runia- scored 18
points, including four straight
free throws in the final
halfminute, to pace Brigham
Young over Utah; Steve
Stepanovich's 29 points led
Missouri over Kansas; David
Johnson and Bruce Collins
teamed for 49 points to lead
Weber State over Montana
State and Johnny Nash led an
Arizona State scoring burst
midway through the second
half and finished With 15 points
as the Sun Devils routed
Oregon.
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MIDWEST
Marquette 80, Duke 77
Mary mount 98, Drury 77
Wayne. Neb 76, Emporia St. 73
FAX WEST
Gonzaga 73, St Mary's, Calif 72
W. New Mesh:oil. W. Colorado 64.
Hawaiian
Open Finals
HONOLULU I AP, Final scores and
money winnings Sunday in the $326,000
Hawaiian Open at the 7.234 yard, par-36-
36— 72 Waialae Country Club
Andy Bean, $58,500 71434646 006
Lee Trevino. $35.100 6949-6546 269
Ed Sneed. 02,100 69494646-270
Mark Lye, 114,300 69-694647-- 271
George Burns, $14.300 65-69-6671-271
Larry NeLson. 811.700 69494847 - 272
Tom Watson, $10,900 67-72-6648- 273
Frank Conner, $9,750 6a4767-72---274
Jam Schroeder. 89.750 67-767047-274
Artie McNickle, 87.800 70474947--175
By 44-Year-Old Psychiatrist
LAKE PLACID, -N.Y. ( AP)
— The 1980 Winter Games will
be officially opened by a 44-
yearold psychiatrist from
Tuscon,- Ariz., who will carry
the Olympic-flame in WedneS-
day's opening ceremonies.
_ _
Dr. • Charles Kerr was
elected by the team of 52 run-
ners who carried the torch
1,000 miles in nine days to
Lake Placid from Yorktown,
Va., after the flame was
brought to the United States
from Olympia, Greece.
"I've never had anything to
compare with this," Kerr said
of the honor of carrying the
Borg Adds Vitas, Grand Slam To Possession
BY STEVE WILSON
Associated Press Writer.
BOCA WEST, Fla. ( AP 1 —
Not only does Bjorn Borg own
a private island, a home in
Monte Carlo and a
multimillion dollar bank ac-
count; the 23-year-old Swede
also "owns" Vitas Gerulaitis
and the $300,000 Grind Slam of
Tennis.
ciapturiet 
straight title here Sunday by
pounding out a 6-1,5-7, 6-1 vic-
tory over Gerulaitis in a
match worth $150,000, the big-
gest prize in tennis.
That brought Borg's career
record to 16-0 against
Gerulaitis, a flashy New
Yorker who took home $75,000.
It also added to Borg's stash of
four Wimbledon titles, four








I FISH DINNER '
• a generous portion of Country Style
fish fillets done in our own splibcial recipe
• creamy coleslaw • crisp french fries
• 2 50122hern Style hush puppies.
Opens and one Grand Prix
Masters championship.
Borg also happens to own. an
island in the Baltic Sea off the
southern coast of Sweden. In-
ternational Management
Group, which handles his af.
fairs, estimates he's the
highest paid athlete in the
world. In 1979( 'fie earned $3
million, half from Prize money
arwi-half frnomoreinreementg - 
Borg, the world's NO. 1 rank-
ed player, was at home on the York, said he's run out of
slow, clay surface, spraying game plans for the steady
his savage top-spin grund Swede.
strokes all over the court. The In Sunday's consolation
quick Gerulaitis, ranked Ni 4, match of the four-man event,
covered the court well, but his John McEnroe outlasted
aggressive charges to the net Guillermo Vitas 7-5 in a
were often -answered by tiebreaker and posted an 8-7
scything Borg passing shots, victol-y. The two left-handers
were scheduled to play a two-
Gerulaitis, who lost to Boriz of-three match, but it was
in Alrh_t-in_lbe_f_u_tal, Lshorte&d because of rain and 
last month's Masters in Net,. to allow the final to go' at 4
Lanier, Milwaukee Redhot
By The Associated Press
Bob Lanier and the rest of
the Milwaukee Bucks are
redhot while Bob McAdoo is
warming the bench in Detroit.
A week ago, Lanier and
McAdoo were teammates with
the Pistons.. But Lanier was
traded to Milwaukee and
scored 23 points Sunday to
help the Bucks win their third
consecutive game.
"He played a super game,"
said Brian Winters, who made
a three-point basket and a
game-tying layup before Mar-
ques Johnson's jumper with
two seconds left enabled the
Bucks to nip the Phoenix Suns
109-197.
"He moves so well in there
and he does the little things
that mean so much. He can
score, get a rebound, block a
shot."
Meanwhile, McAdoo watch-
ed- from -the bench as the
Pistons bowed to the- Boston
Celtics 128-111.
"The guy's unhappy here,"
said Coach Richie Adubato.
"Last night. in New York he
had a good first half and then
stated he didn't-want to play
here. He feels disheartened
andlivatoweisayeirbudleartsr
so there's no sense in playing
the guy."
In other National Basketball'
Association action, the
Philadelphia 76ers nipped the
Loa Angeles -1.- akers 105-104,
the 'Seattle SuperSonics trim-
med the New Jersey Nets 122-
107, the Kansas City Kings
edged the Washington Bullets
108-106 in overtime, the Atlan-
ta Hawks overtiined the
Golden State Warriors 98-96,
the San Antonio Spurs crushed
the Utah Jazz 148-128 and the




After winning the mile run In
the Mason-Dixon.games, John
Walker of-New Zealand had a
suggestion.
"Next year, we want to




Dixon captured the 3.000
meter event Saturday night to
join the victorious Walker at
the Louisville indoor meet,
Walker's time of 3:57.7 was
the best in the United States
this year but one-half second
off Filbert Bayi's meet record.
"If I had known-I was that
close, have kicked a little
harder," said Walker. "I
weigh nearly 165 pounds and
that's a lot heavier than the
average indoor runner. Thirst
boards gave me a beating."
Walker has been trainin
outdoors-far thtrOtraptefffir".
said he's right on schedule .1
Wouldn't want. to be any
sharper right now. There'
would be no point in it,"
said.
p.m. Each earned $37,500.
The $300,000 event is a
showcase for the winners of
the previous year's -Grand
Slam tournaments. Borg
triumphed at Wimbledon and
the French Open, McEnroe
won the U.S. Open and Vilas
captured the Australian Open.
Gerulaitis qualified by winn-
ingthe Italian Open, a qualify-




attended high school in
Louisville, carried Ohio
State's colors in winning the
60-meter hurdles in 'meet
record time oil: I7 seconds as
she beat Katya Smirnova Of
the Soviet Union. The old
Mason-Dixon mark was 8.2
seconds set by Deby LaPlate
two years ago. Hightower had
set a 60-yard indoor record in
New York 24 hours earlier. - - -
Cindy Bremser of the'
Wisconsin Union Athletic Club
set a meet record in' the
women's mile in 4:37.0. That
took two seconds off the
previous best time by Brenda
Webb who was second Satur-
day night.
Several other meet records
fell including Brenda
Moorhead of Tennessee State
with 7.28 seconds in the
women's 60-meter; Poland's
-Tildtousein the pole vinritatriT-
8 ;, [Visa Walton of Ten-
nessee in the women's 500
meter with 1:11.7 and the Ten-
nessee State women's 880-
yard relay team with 1:37.8.
Olmpic torch into Lake
Placid's Olympic Stadium.
Kerr, a father of five
children, has been running up
to 10 miles daily for the past
decade. Wednesday's opening
ceremonies will come one day
before the. University of
Aritona Medical School lec-
. turer turns 45. -
"I Couldn't think of a better
birthday present than
representing this wonderful
group of people," said Kerr.
Kerr called the nine days of
torch carrying the most in-
tense emotional experience of
his life., including his three
years of service in a Navy sub-
marine.
Heiden Primes For ,




Heiden, proving agaffrwhy he
is hailed as the greatest speed
skater ever, :primed for an
assault on five Olympic gold
medals by winning the World-
Sprint 'Championship an un-
precedented fourth straight
time yestbrday.
Heiden, of Madison, Wis.,
favored by many to win all
five events he will enter in the
Winter Olympics in Lake
Placid, N.Y., starting Wednes-
day, won convincingly in both
the men's 500 and 1,000-meter
races Sunday.
lost his first race of this two-
day world class event Satur-
day when unheralded Olympic
teammate Tom Plant.of West
Allis, Wis., won the men's 500.
But Heiden, second in that
race, shinned back to win
Saturday's 1,000 and re-
establish himself as the meet
favorite.
Anyone winning three of
four events here automatical-
ly is a champion.
Karin Enke of East Ger-
many,- virually unknown until
she swept both women's races
Saturday, clinched the
women's championship by
winning the women's .1,000-
_Heiden, AlicbarA the nom race Sunday in 1 
poWe'iTul U.S. Olympic-team,- minute, 27-.19 seconds:-- - -
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Hog Show, Carcass Contest Scheduled
The West Kentucky market
hog show and carcass contest,
an annual agricultural event
at Murray State University,
has been scheduled for
Monday, Feb. 18.
Sponsored jointly by the
university and the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture,
the event will begin at 10:30
a.m. with on-foot judging
competitions for both adult
and young pork producers.
Scheduled for the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center one mile
west of the campus, the on-
foot judging will be followed
the next evening by a dinner
and awards program, during
which winners of the carcass
judging competitions will be
announced.
- Immediately following the
on-foot judging on Monday,
the animals will be taken to
Union City, Tenn., to • be





Robert B. Delano, a Virginia
grain farmer, is the newly
elected president of ,the
American Farm Bureau
Federation: Elected ' to the
vice prendej st is Cecil
cattle
producer. Their election came
near the conclusion of the 61st
annual business meeting of
the federation in Phoenix.
Delano, 55, served as AFBF
vice president for the last four
years and succeeded Allan
Grant, a California rancher,
who announced earlier that he
would not be a candidate for
re-election.
Delano has been president
of • the Virginia Farm Bureau
Federation since 1962. He
holds a BS degree in animal
husbandry from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and
State University. He has been
a member of the AFBF board
of directors since 1967.
Miller, 53, president of the
Arizona Farm Bureau
Federation, has served on the
AFBF board of directors since
1974. He operates a large
cattle rancli and a 750-acre
irrigated farm that produces















Packing Company. Much of
the meat will be auctioned off
at the Tuesday awards dinner,
also to be held in the ex-
position center and beginning
at 6:30 p.m.
No advanced entry is
required for the show, ac-
Cording to Eddie Tanune, a
state supervisor with the
stats's Division of Shows and
Faith, and weighing of entries
will begin at 6 a.m. the day of
the show.
Only hogs grading U.S.
Grade No. 1 or No. 2 are
eligible for the on-foot contest,
and all entries, he em-
phasized, must be in place on
the grounds by 10 a.m. with
judging starting 30 minutes
later.
"The state's swine
producers are urged to ac-
tively support this event,"
Tamme said, "as it gives the
exhibitor an opportunity to
have-his product judged on the
basis of current market
standards and to evaluate his
performance as a pork
producer."
Anyone wishing additional
information about the contests
may contact the Division of
Shows and Fairs, Kentucky
Department of Agriculture,
327 Capital Plaza Tower,
Frankfort, KY 40601 or call
(502) 564-4983.
Last year the Thompson
family of Union County -
George, Alan, Brian and Jeri.)
- took six of the top awards in
the show including the top
carcass dressed out of the 71
animals judged.
• Thompsons produce
from 800 to 1,000 market hogs
each. year, and Jerry
Thompson is a past president
of the Kentucky Pork
Producers Association. His
wife, Kathleen, is immediate
past president of the Kentucky
State Porkettes, the women's
arm of the KPPA.
Better Times Ahead For Coal Fields
By NANCY SIMMS '
Associated Press Writer
Better times are ahead for
west Kentucky's coalfields,
but a major improvement in
the high sulphur coal market
is still several years away,
_spokesmen _for -The--coal -in-
dustry say.
And most observers agree
that the industry's future rests
largely with the willingness of
- the federal government to
ease environmental restric-
tions and to order' oil-fired
plants converted to burn coal.
"I'm not very -enthusiastic
about the future of the coal in-
dustry here in the next 12 mon-
ths," says J.k. Frost, vice
. chairritan of the Western Ken-
Way Coal Operators Associa-
tion.
. "If we can hold luir -Own -
or show a slight improvement
- we'll • be lucky. For the
smaller operators, the goal for
1980 is survival."
,eJim Whitney, a spokesman
for Peabody Coal Co., the
state's largest, says the pro-
blem is not limited to small
operators. "All the companies
are hurting. It's all the same
damn coal," he says. .
. Whitney says that in view of
increased costs and dwindling
profits, Peabody officials are
evaluating all of the com-
pany's operating mines. Four-
teen of Peabody's 46 mines are
in western Kentucky.
"We hope to see pie situa-
tion begin to reverse itself,
perhaps later this year," he
says. "But a lot depends on
positive action out of
Washington."
Frost says the seeds of the
problem were sown about five
years ago, when the govern-
me t called on the coal in-
dust to step up production to
keepwith the country'sace 2ir
rapidly g wing energy needs.
"The ind did set about
that task, bu the growth in
consumption did not match
the growth in capacity," he
says. .
"What's happening now is
that old story of supply and de-
mend. We have a surplus of
_....Iceat-ratict-tair!--euetemen--ar-e-=
burning lesi-of it.
AS for ourselves, we are
selling coal today for virtually
the same price as we did 15
months ago. And on top of that
is the upward pressure of all
sorts of costs."
The high sulphur content of
the coal is POsing major- pro-
blems, says Frost, who says
the sulphur content in western
Kentucky coal averages about
3.5 percent.
To meet federal En-
vironmental Protection Agen-
---ey-entissieti standards-high
sulphur coal may 1?e blended
with more expensive low
sulphur coal before it is burn-
ed, he says.
Other alternatives include
washing the coal before it is
sold or installing expensive
"scrubbers" at coal-fired
plants to lower the sulphur
content to acceptable levels.
But stria coal companies
say they can't afford to buy
washers, and utilities say they
 afford to burger-043;AI:
To remedy the problem,
Whitney advocates "some sort
of relief to our customers,
some sort of incentive to make
scrubber units worthwhile"
"Private enterprises can't
pass the cost of scrubbers on
to consumers, but they can im-
port Polish coal or Wyoming
coal, for that matter,"
Whitney says.
"Because it's raw fuel, they
can pass that cost down right
away, so they're free to make
big investments in imported
coal."
Federal Energy Depart-
ment statistics show that
domestic coal users imported
only two million short tons of
bituminous coal during -1979,
about three-tenths of one per-
cent of the 673 million tons
consumed.
But that figure does not
reflect the amount purchased
from western states by
utilities and other users who
chose to bypass west Ken-




from Extension Specialists it
the UK College of Agriculhare
In the future, Whitney says,
"the reduced production of
high sulphur coal may be off-
set by increased production
out West, but-it may be offset
• by additional foreign imports,
too."
"And still  to come_is the 
stark reality that another
20,000 miners in high sulphur
coal areas could lose their
jobs.''s
Tommy Gaston, president of
United Mine Workers' District
23, says as many as 1,500 west
Kentucky miners already are
out of work.
"All the - people we're
meeting with say it's going to
turn around, but it'll take
-maybe two, three, four years.
-People can starve to death in
that length of time."
Why, then, are west Ken-
tucky 'operators . optimistic
about the market in coming
years? There are several
reasons.
Frost says synthetic fuels
plants, like the $1.4 billion sol-
vent refined coal plant propos-
ed for Newman, Ky., will help
boost sagging sales. -
Whitney says the uncertain-
ties surrounding the nuclear
inchistry and continued oil -
price increases could also con-
tribute to a more favorable
climate for west Kentucky
coal during the 1980s.
And on the legislative front,
operators are eyeing a Carter
administration proposal that
some view as a bail-out for the
high sulphur coal market.
Under the measure, ex-
pected to be introduced in Con-
gress soon, 141 oil-fired units
'at 36 northeast utilities would
berequired to convert to coal.
The legislation calls for a
federal appropriation of $6
billion to help, pay the cost of ,
conversion, and each utility
would be eligible for up to two-
thirds the cost.
"These things all are going
to take a lot of time," Gaston
acknowledges. "But in a few
years, I think we're going to
be booming here again. It may
.-43uyttvg N.luiti at tg _mff :3;-41%1.
son can save you dollars.
says an Extension specialist
inclothing with UK's College
of Agriculture. List clothing
you plan to purchase during
the next six to 12 months
and purchase when the
price has been reduced.
A GS! On-Farm Storage System.
Now Priced lower Than Ever!
GSI laps the system to meeLyour demands. An on-farm storage system
that let's you harvest when you're ready and sell when the price is right.
From one bin to an entire system, GSI bins are priced right'
GSI manufactures farm bin, up to 60 ft. diameters with capacities to
157,000 bushels. Sturdy construction for maximum grain protection, with
important safety features. Easy field assembly.
To'complete the stestem, GSI offers an entire drying_package and a full
line of grain handling equipme% fAii0AL‘briM'
GSI on-farm storage systems. tirofitabre-sciTot -
For mons lAtagosastiontact your
GPAIN SYSTEMS doped•sri.
- Western Kentucky Steel Systems
Route 1, Box 1 96A
Bentif.., Kentucky 42025- Phone 502-437-4813
be one of the bigges booms
ever. -
"We've got good coal h
At the moment, the EPA





Market will close its sales
Wednesday, Feb. 27, at the
Farris and Growers Loose
Leaf Floors, a Farris Floor
spokesman said.
The spokesman said sales
this year have - been very
"disappointingr---with 50 to 60 -
pefcent of the tobacco going
into a pool.
pue to weather con' ditions„
tobacco quality hisift been as




Be Presented At Meeting
Educational seminars
covering topics ranging from
cqw herd management ,to
family estate planning will be
presented during the Ken-
tucky Beef Cattle
Association's annual meeting
Feb. 28-29 at the Executive Inn
at Owensboro.
The seminars are scheduled
Thursday Feb. 28, midway
through the 3-day KBCA
convention. Extension beef
cattle specialists and
economists in the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture will discuss
seasonal and weekly fluc-
tuations in cattle prices and
what producers can do about
them from the standpoints of
cow herd management and
marketing, the importance of
unds of calf production to
me, and estate planning.
-current-



















Kentucky . cow her
foreign trade.
Committees of KBCA ill
1,tart meeting at 4- p. .
Wednesday Feb. 27._ These 
meetings - will be open to N,
anyone interested in - such
areas as performance. testing,
feeder cattle production and
marketing, and beef
promotion in the state.
The -annual business
meeting of the 'association will •
be held Friday morning Feb.
29. Included on the agenda are
annual reports to the mem-
bership from various %visions
of KBCA.
Guest speaker for the an-
nual banquet_ .awards
program will be Grant Gard,
nationally known author and
humorist from Omaha. The













from', Eaiterisior, Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
A warranty is the manufac
turer's guaraniee that an
appliance will meet certain
terms. It may be a full
warranty or-limi ied wart-an
ty." Be sure to understand
the warranty terms. says an
Extension specialist in
clothing with UK's Collette ot
Agriculture. In some easels it
is necessary for you to re
turn a warranty card so yoi
can be recorded as the pill
chaser of an Item. When yott
do you will be in a better
position to cstabli‘h your
claim under terms (il tilt -
warranty lilt becomes tici-c-
sary
•/•••••• ast•••litre•••
• Ail you can••
•• eat, $1.99.
•


















































are not required. An gap
is set where required.
Subtract Se for cars
with electronic ignition.
4-cyl 6-cyl. 8-cyl.
• Check Charging and starting systems • Install new rotor,
spark plugs, points, and condenser * Set dwell and timing
• Checkjubrichte, and adjust choke as needed • Adjust
carburedor • Additional parts & services extra of needed.
Any time within one.year of your tune-MP, bring your
invoice and "Free Engine Analysis' certificate back
to the Goodyear Service Store that performed the original
work. They'll give your car an electronic check-up, and if
any parts replacement or adjustment is needed, and was
part of the original tune-up, Goodygar will tin it tree of
charge. Up to three free analyses
WARRANTED




all four ti/Ps • Set c
• Front-End Alignment
•Parts and additional services
extra if needed. Most U.S. cars
• Foreign care ALpur
wheel drive and Chevettes extra • Inspect
aster, camber, and toe teproper alignment
• Inspect suspension and steering systems
*LIFETIME ALIGNMENT-For as tong
as you own your car, we will recheck
and align the front end. if needed,
every six months or 5,000 miles - or
whenever needed Valid only at the
Goodyear Service Store where pur-
chased Offer does not cover the re-
placement of tires and/or parts that
become worn or damaged. Agree-
ment void if service work affecting










• Chassis lubrication and• Includes light truckS• Please call for appointment
88
tides up to Owe 
quarts
brand 10/30 OH, 











2-WHEEL FRONT OISCi Install 
4-514tu.omm: Install new
new front brake 
pads and brake lining, all 
4 'Meals
grease seals • 
Resurface front • New 
front grease seals
rotors • Repack front 
wheel MI • Resurface 
drums • Re.
• 1n5Per.t 
call ers and pack 
front bearings • '-
snorthVeN113C. %Ole, •
(does not Inc tide 
-nrdrietteretaS- -.444-f
• Most U.S cars, 
most Batson, Toyota. 
VW
Warranted 12 months or 32,000 




Additional parts and services extra of needed,
Lifetime: As Ions as you, Ott original purchaser,
own the car
Meets or exceeds all U'S auto car specifica-
tions • Covered upon failure due to materials,
workmanship, blowouts, rust or wear (Cannot
be result of misuse or accident)
of 11 Blackwell ph* $I 55
per tire and old tires
POWER STREAK 78
• Goodyear's best selling diagonal
ply tire • Smooth, thump-tree















678-14 2 for $81.50 $2.38
H78-14 2 for $86.70 $2.60
G78-15 2 for 685.20 $2.40
H78-15 - 2 for $89.70 $2.66
Whitewalls Slightly Higher
Just Say 'Charge It'
=al= Goodyear Revolvinc;
Charge Account
Use any of Ines. 7 other ways to buy Our Own bus-
'Omer Credit Plan • Master Charge • Visa • AFAFFITGar.
Exprnss Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
THE GOODYEAR PROMIS
• WE DO PROFESSIONAL WORK • WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU AUTHORIZE
• WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS • WE HONOR OUR AUTO SERVICE WARRANTY NATIONWIDE
WARRANTY. All Goodyear service
is warranted for at least 90 days or
3.000 miles, whichever comes first
- many services, much longer. If
warranty service- is ever requtred,
go to the Goodyear, Sonnet Cre
where the Original work Was per-
formed, and we'll fix it, free, If,
however, you're more than 50 miles
from the original store. go to any of
Goodyear's 1400 Service Stores
nationwide
753-0595
SW, Mauag.r, N•rman 'modern
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The Palm Printer. The smallest
Canon printer/display yet—so small, in
fact, you can carry it in the palm of your
hand. And as adaptable to as many situa-
tions as you are.
it gives you answers on 10-digit dis-
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plain paper tape, as easy to read as it is to
write on. A paper storage chamber, too,
that protects the paper in transit.
And to be extra sure of yourself
whenever you're working, there's a ver-
satile liye memory. Percentage key. And
built-in rechargeable NiCd batteries.
Stop by for a demonstration.
INTENSIVE CARE LOTION 1507
0-TIPS COTTON SWABS 170'S  
CUTER POLISH REMOVER 407 
VASELINE PETROLEUM Daly 7.5 OZ.













Recital Feb. 12 At MSU
Kathleen Stoddart of
Murray, formerly of
Magnolia, N.J. will present
her senior voice recital at
Murray State University on
Tuesday evening, Feb. 12,
To begin at 8:15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
her program will include
music by Bach, Brahms, John
Lowland, and Vincent Per-
sichetti. The recital is open to
the public.
Stoddart, a dean's list
student, has a major in music
education and a minor in
classical guitar. She is a mem-
ber and former treasurer of
the Kentucky Student Music
Educators National Con-
ference, a member of Sigma
Alpha Iota women's music









SNOW FAMILY — The Friday afternoon activities at the Murray-Calloway County
Library included the building of a snow family display. Working on the display are from
left) Kyle Rbberts, Brent Clark, Patsy Crawford, Lisa Russell, Mike Misuer and Nita
Baugh.
Another Year Of Revenue Sharing Expected
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. met
Saturday with members of
Kentucky's congressional
delegation and was told that
the state can count on at least
another year of federal
revenue-sharing funds.
The congre'ssmen told
Brown that the funds could
possibly continue for three
years, but gave little hope for
additional funding of state
programs from a Congress in-
tent on balancing the federal
budget.
According to Brown's press
secretary, Frank Ashley, the
governor • told the group that
Kentucky hinges its hopes for
growth and expansion in the '
near future on the production
of synthetic fuels from coal
and on his commitment to ex-
pand development of industry
and resources.
During the three-hour
meeting, Brown and members
of his cabinet and staff talked
with the delegation about state
and federal programs as they
may relate to Kentucky's tight
financial situation.
Attending were Sens.
Wendell Ford and Walter
"Dee" Huddleston, both D-
Ky.; Reps. M. Gene Snyder,
R-Louisville; Carl Perkins, D-
Hindman; Romano Mazzoli,.
D-Louisville; Litittenant
Governor Martha Layne Col-
lins and former Gov. Edward
T. "Ned" Breathitt.
State Energy Sec-retary
William Sturgill briefed the
delegation on the ;2 billion
coal liquefaction plant plann-
ed for Breckinridge County.
He said such plants, although
two to three years in. con-
struction, could mean tin-
mediate jobs and longrange
answers- to economic and
energy problems for both the
state and nation.
One of the nation's basic
problems, Sturgill told the
group, is that only 19 percent
of the nation's energy is being
produced from coal while coal
provides 90 percent of the
country's energy reserves,
Ashley said.
Brown urged the delegation
to encourage business invest-
ment through incentives to
open Wall Street to new
business activity, Ashley said.
"You take the incentive out
of business and you destroy
productivity," Brown said.
Mazzoli expressed a similar
sentiment, Ashley said, saying
that declining national pro-
duction and a "lack of a sense
to get things done" has put the
United States at a disadvan-
tage with other nations, par-
ticularly Japan.
The delegation was urged by
Development Secretary Larry
Townsend to promote avenues
for the sale and marketing of
Kentucky products abroad..
And Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection
Secretary Jackie Swigart
briefed the group on Ken-
tucky's efforts to gain
primacy, or the right of- en-
forcement, of the federal
strip-mine act.
Ms. Swigart said legislation
necessary to assure such
primacy is in final prepara-
tion for presentation to the
1980 General Assembly.
McDonald Appointed To Post
FRANKPORT, Ky. — State
Superintendent of Public
Instruction Raymond Barber
has announced the ap-
pointment of Alice McDonald,
of tauisville as deputy
superintendent of public in-
struction. McDonald will be
the first woman to hold the
post. ,
McDonald takes office Feb.
18. She succeeds-Fred Schultz,
who has been acting deputy
superintendent. Schultz will
return to his post as deputy
superintendent for elemen-
tary and secondary education.
McDonald will supervise the
offices of communication •
services, management in-
formation services, school
food and surplus property,
research and planning, and
federally related services with
the Kentucky Department of
Education.
. McDonald has served as
executive assistant for ex-
ternal affairs to Louisville
Mayor William Stansbury
since 1978. She has also served
as director of the Louisville
Neighborhood Development
Office and as an educational
advisor for Jefferson County.
She holds a bachelor's
degree in education and a
master's degree in guidance
and counseling from Loyola
University.. McDonald has
served as an instructronal
coordinator with the Jefferson
County' Public Schools,
guidance counselor and a
classroom teacher.
She represents Kentucky as
a democratic national com-
mitteewoman, is a member of
the executive committee of
the Democratic National
Committee and serves on the
President's Advisory Com-
mittee on Women.
McDonald is married to
Jefferson County District
Judge Glenn McDonald and
has a daughter Michel, 11.
Brown, Heleringer To Wait
For Graham's Death Report
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and
state Rep. Bob Heleringer, R-
Louisville, both say that they
will wait to see an official
state police report before com-
menting on the investigation
of Clyde Daniel Graham's
death.
The investigation is being
conducted by State Police
Commissioner Kenneth
Brandenburgh, who spent two
days in Illinois talking to state
police officials about the Dec.
8 shooting of Graham by KSP
Sgt. Eugene Coffey.
Graham was wanted in con-
nection with the November
shooting death of KSP Trooper
Eddie Harris.
An Associated Press story
said Saturday that Branden-
burgh did not talk to some of
the witnesses to the shooting
and that his investigation




burg did not talk to on his trip
Jan. 28-29 was the motel
owner, E. M. "Pete" Estrada,
who disagrees with police
testimony that a struggle oc-
curred before Graham was
shot.
Nor did Brandenburgh con-
tact Illinois State's Attorney
Rick Keller, who is in charge
of that state's investigation. In
addition, the Associated Press
reported that Brandenburgh
did not talk to two Illinois
police officers who witness the
shooting.
"The object (of the in-
vestigation) had never includ-
ed a plan for me personally to
interview every witness in-
volved,", Brandenburgh said.
"Several weeks ago we laid
out a plan for my trip to Il-
linois- that included my
reviewing all files and confer-
ring with command level of-
ficers of the Illinois state
police," Brandenburgh said.
He said that after the review
"if the determination was
made that other people needed
to be interviewed then ar-
rangements would be made to
interview them."
"I think the assumption that.
I am going to interview every
witness in a case of— this
magnitude is ludicrous," he
said. 'Apparently, that was
lost on the gentleman who
wrote the story."
Asked if he planned to
return to Illinois, Branden-
burgh said, "I don't personal-
ly plan to go back, but I have
been working with two of my
legal officers and it is con-
ceivable that one or both
might have some further con-
tact with Illinois authorities."
State Rep. Bob Heleringer,
R-Louisville, called for a Ken-
tucky House of Represen-
tative investigation after an
Effingham coroner's inquest
ruled Graham's death a
t1/4
We're trained to know every deduction and Credit the law
allows. And if the IRS calls you inowe'll go with you, free.
Not as a legal representative but to explain how your
taxes were prepared.
justifiable homicide.
And, Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. ordered that "the matter
be thoroughly reviewed and a
definitive report be made:
When Brandenburgh per-
sonally assumed control of the
inquiry, Heleringer said he
would withhold his resolution
pending Brandenburgh's
'report to the governor.
"I promised to make no
comment until after Branden-
burgh is finished and I intend
to keep that promise," Heler-
inger said in a recent
telephone interview.
Frank Ashley, Brown's
press secretary, said that he
and the governor had discuss-
ed the Associated Press story
and that Brown would have no
comment until after he sees
Brandenburgh's report.
"Block goes with me to the
IRS? Free? I shoulda
come here last year.'
H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 ARCADIA




















































ONE 2 DAYS ONLY FEB: 11 & 12Monday and Tuesday 9 0.m.-7 p.m.
BUYING Murray Holiday inn
LOCATION Room 111 753-5986











12:00 Noon To 7:00 P.M
"THE GREATEST
RAVELING SPORTING ARMS AND
AMMUNITION SHOW ON EARTH."
DON'T MISS
HE W/NC/WM MOBILE EXHIBI
istsrfrie
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From Wife, Two Daughters




AP - Bright yellow ribbons
are tied to the trees outside an
apartment where a woman
and two little girls wait for
their Marine sergeant hus-
band and father, held prisoner
in Iran.
Elisa Mueller wasn't a
hometown girl six months ago
when she brought 4-year-old
Celeste and 2-year-old Lindsey
to Caruthersville while Staff
Sgt. Michael Moeller, a nine-
year veteran, went to Tehran.
But when word of the U.S.
Embassy takeover by Iranian
militants reached the
Missouri Bootheel on Nov. 4,
the 7,500 people in
Caruthersville took it per-
sonally because of the
Moellers.
"What would you do?" ask-
ed Ralph Clayton, editor of the
river town's two weekly
newspapers. -Just because
she didn't grow up here
doesn't mean we can ignore
her or what the Iranians are
doing to her husband."
In six years of marriage, the
MoellerS' had never been
separated fOr more than a
month or se ..Mrs. Moeller was
with her husbaridirticaraehi.
Pakistan, where he was
assigned to embassy duty un-
til last summer. But because
of tensions in Tehran, they
decided that she and the
children would return to the
United States.
Although she grew up in
.New Mexico, Mrs. Moeller
decided to move to
Caruthersville, l'here her
mother,, Grace _Nasci, had
been living for two years.
They moved into a 'neat
townhouse apartment on the
town's west side.
The Rev. Ralph Currie,
pastor of the Presbyterian
church Mrs. Moeller attends
here, was at- a meeting in
Arkansas when he . heard
about the hostages.
"I called her as soon as I
heard about Michael._ and I
tried to offer my sympathy
and support," Currie said.
That call set off a chain reac-
tion of prayer, petition cam-
paigns and offers of assistance
for the young Marine wife.
A surgeon who belongs to
Currie's church helped Mrs.
  find a lob as a
surgical technician in a near-
by hospital. Other townspeo-
ple bffered to mina her
children, shop for her` or help
out in other ways.
Last month, the
_'arutshet rsville Jaycees began
the yellow ribbon campaign,
based on the popular Tony
Orlando song of a few years
back in which a returning
prisoner watches for a yellow
ribbon tied to an oairtree as a
sign of his girlfriend's love.
Mayor B.F. Rogers presided
when yellow ribbons were tied
around trees at the Pemiscot
Counts Courthouse, where
more than 700 townspeople
showed up for a rally Jam.. .19.
Yellow ribbons soon showed
up on trees, mailboxes and
telephone poles all over town.
-What this has done has per-
sonalized the situation forour
town," Currie said last week.
"People know Lisa.... They
are concerned about her and
her Aiildren as well as for her
husband.
"The main thing we have
done is try to let her know we
love her,- Currie said. "We
are praying for her. If she




because they can do so little
toward freeing the hostages.
"There's so little we can do
except pray ... and help her in
any way we can., If I feel the
fi-ustration, for goodness
sakes, what must she and the
other families feel?" -
Lisa Moeller stays busy,
caring for .her two lively
daughters; - working . at the
hosktal and -Mint as aqtYre-.--
woman public relations agen-
yy for the hostage families.
Her telephone rings con-
stantly with calls • from
reporters as well as people.of-
fering
-I'm all right. I'm a Marine
wife," she said. "I don't have
time to sit around and fret.
That is not going to help me or
my kids... Michael would not
want 
_$he said her own .faith as
well as the support of her
Caruthersville neighbors has
kept her .confident that her
husband and the other
hostages will be freed soon.
PEANUTS
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•1 have an enormous
iount of faith, not only in my
God and country, but I have an
iiiunense amount of faith in
stiehael....He's very in-
telligent, collected. If anyone
can handle the situation,
M wheel will," she said.
She said two letters from
her husband convinced her he
holding up well. "Michael is
probably driving his guards
uts. ' she said.
Mrs. Moeller has traveled to
Washington four times for
State Department briefings on
the hostage situation, and she
has appeared on a network
television program as a
representative of the hostage
families.
• • I have my down days," she
admitted. "Most of us go
through anxiety, dispair,
numbness. But I've gotten out
of most of that. ,,,Christmas
was traumatic.
-The kids know there are
some men who are keeping
Daddy in a room. The oldest
said to me a couple of weeks
ago, 'Mommy, let's get on an
airplane and go get Daddy at
his office.-
She said she doean't mind
the fishbowl existence her hus-
band's captivity has forced on
her.
"I feel it's important that
the American people know
how we feel," she said. "This
is the first time this country
has been united on something
in 40 years. The American
people are together.
-The love I have had ex-
pressed to me, the con-
cern...that's marvelous. Peo-




- .HOPKINSVIL1E, Ky. ( API
- Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-
Ky., will meet with his con-
stituents in Hopkinsville and
Murray Saturday, Feb. 16, so
they can discuss with him
their views, problems and
interests. •
Hubbard will be in the
Christian County courtroom in
Hopkinsville from 9 a.m, to
noon. Then he will be at
Murray State University's
Ordway Hall from 2 to 5 p.m. 
THE ACES(DIRA G CORN, JR
"Common Sense is the
knack of seeing things as
they are, and doing things as
they ought to be done." --
Calvin Ellis Stowe.
Declarer needs some




he goes down. If he does
things -as they "Ought to be
done." he brings in his vul-
nerable game.
South showed a good hand
by his choice of reopening
bids When West's opening
was passed to him. South
first doubled fbr takeout
and over North's response of
two clubs, South introduced
his heart suit. This sequence
promised a much betteri
hand than a mere "protec-
tion bid" of one heart.
West leads three founds
of diamonfls and declarer
ruffs. The danger point is
now at hand. If declarer
leads a club to dummy's ace
to try the heart finesse,
declarer's queen goes to
West's king and bad habits
triumph over common
sense.
The defense gets two
hearts and two diamonds'
and declarer, gets something
less than a gold star._
West's opening bid. East's
pass and the play to the first
three tricks should give
declarer all the clues he
needs. When East shows the
Q-,14 0 of diamonds, posses-
sion of the trump king
becomes inconsistent with
his pass to one diamond (not
to mention the paucity of
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Opening lead King of dia-
monds
protected only bnce. ,West's
king falls on the second lead
and declarer is in Charge.
He wins West's next lead,
draws East's last trump and
takes the rest in top tricks
Bid with Corn
South holds 2-1 1-B
41 A Q .1 It •





2 • 2 •
14
Three no trump
North has a minor suit hand
with little fit, for the majors
Play in game and forget about
a slam
for West!). - - -
So instead of trying the • 'send bridge itee.
mypossibir--lieart- 7figgegir,-:-.7-r-n-iitererzstr
declarer should play the ace
and a low trump. hoping 
trir rerth
that West's known king is
ANSWER:
tratt, CLASSIFIED ADS!
1. Legal Notice 
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Rowena 1
Cullom, Executrix of the estate
of Richard R Cullom deceas-
ed Exceptions to this settle-
ment must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before February 20 1980, the
date of hearing
Frances W Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk. 
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Lillian Graves,
Executrix, of the estate of
Nellie Marie Eaton. deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the-Calloway
District Court on or before
February 20, 1980 the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk
A filial settlement of accounts •
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Raymon A
Wearren, Administrator, of the
estate of William Aulton Wear-
ren. deceased Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District Court
on or before February 20.
1980 the date of hearing'
Frances W Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Manon Key,
Administratrix. of the estate of
Ellen W. Causey. deceased. Ex-
ceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
February 20, 1980. the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed a? the Calloway
District Court by 1.W. Young.
Co-Administrator and lame
Wilson Youn.g, Co•
Administrator of the estate of
• Robert' Young. deceased. Ex,
ceptions to this settlement
.„ must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
February 20. 1980, the date of
hearing •


















15 Pronoun 9 Interiection
16 Akin 10 Went by boat
18 Negative pre- 12 Chaldean city
lix 14 Grin
19 Above 17 Snakes
21 in addition 20 Football kick
22 Gudrun's 23 Tellurium
mate symbol
24 Asian river 24 While
26 Agile 25 Brown kiwis
28 Moray 27 Time period
29 Spanish title 30 
Ceremony
31 Notices 32 Portico
33 Down. Prefix 35 Worker
34 Caudal 37 Girl's name
appendage 38 Generated
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A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the-Calloway
Drstrict Court by Eurie Garland.
Executor, of the estate of John
1 Garland. deceased Excep-
tions to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before February 20.
1980. the date of hearing.
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk 
NOTICE TO CREDliRS
The following estate fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway District Court
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months of
date of qiiabfication
Crefie Williams Hall. 2217
Gatesboro Circle, Murray. KY,
KY. Deceased, Lucy Finney.
_Deceaist edn..htuther May. 221
th
1_
Jewell McCallon, Rt.l, Kirksey.
KY. Committee for Ira Wadkins.
West View Nursing Home, In-,
Executor,
Circle. Murray, KY
Valdy Rowlett. New Concord.
competent
New Concord. KY, Ad-
ministratrix _ • •
"W.-101nm:- htf.1 --sj"trustet
Rose Marie Dobbins, 1207 E
9th St.. Hopkinsville, KY, David
Dobbins, 1207 E 9th St.
-Hopkinsvilte, KY, Dudley Dob-
bins, 1201- E 9th St
Hopkinsville. KY
Jack L Hiyon, fla.__Mimay,
KY, Deceased, Glynda It
Pierce. 1406 Wilford, Mayfield.
KY, Administratrix.
Jesse Smotherman, Rt 1. Hazel.
KY, Deceased. Max Smother-
man, Rtl, Murray, KY.
ecutor
Frances W Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk
2. Notice





Listed here is a ready reference
Hut will quickly help you locate




3. Card of Thanks
4, In Memory






13. For Sale Or trade
14. *ant lo SU,












27. Mobile Home Sales
21 Mob Home Rents
29:Heating COO ng
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent,
32. Apts For Rent
13. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
IS. farms for Rent








44. lots for Sale
45. Farms For Sale












Free Store. 759-4600. 
RedUce safe and fast with
GoBese tablets and E-Vap
"water pills" Holland Drug 
Mao yaw photos •










Sports 753- 19 18
Retail Display ad-
vertising 753- 19 19
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulati-







5. Lost and Found--
lost male Walker Coon hound
vicinity. of _Ledbetter Road.
6-1r.arZ-raff75134224- -
Lost Red and white face bull,
• weighing about 500 lbs. M.
Wilkerson. 489-2297. 
Seven - week old Lab Puppy,
black, lost in area of South 9th
and Sycamore. 753-1294.
6. Help Wanted 
Wanted immediately RN ox
LPN for 11 to 7 shift, excellent
salary with shift differentials, ,
Insure pin with .1)CS. drug
card vacations, and holidays:
Care Inn, 4th & Indiana.
Mayfield. 247-0200




The City of Murray Planning and Com-
munity Development office will hold a public
hearing at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, February
21, 1980 in the Council Chambers at City
Hall in Murray, Kentucky.
The Vurpose of the meeting is to present
the City's proposed application to the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment for a Urban Development Action Grant,
and to solicit opinions 9f all interested
citizens relative to the proposed project.
The City of Murray has an approved
Citizen's Participation Plan, copies of which
may be obtained in the Community,Develop-
ment office at Murray City Hall.


































































position paying $4 00 to $4 50
_per hour Will wog* substitute
or as additional help for any
length of time .Call 753-5184
or 1535285
Will keep children in my home
during the day. Monday
through Friday Aurora com-
munity 474-2253
Would like to do babysitting in




full-time products new to area




per. jewelry. and sterling silver
Solos Market. Highway 69N.
Cottage Grove TN 1-901-182-
3116






Scrap gold Old ring moun-
tings. antique gold, watches
dental gold. etc we pay cash
For sale pre-owned jewelry
Rogers Jewelers, The Quality
Diamond Store of Paris, IN,
Northside Court Square Phone
(9011642-5551
Wanted to bay Used mobile
homes. 10 . -12 . and 14 wide
Call 527-8322 .
Wanted to buy- a-used couch In
good condition. darktolor Call
753-9059:
Want to buy 350 Pontiac
engine Call Dave at 753-0803
15.14-tiCles for Sale 
Clearance sale' Fireplace
enclosures with glass doors and
wire mesh draw screens -all
sites and finishes. - while they
last _534 99 Walliii- Hardware.
Parrs
48 Cubic foot beverage 'Mer-
chandiser cooler, 2 sfiChhg
glass 'doors, top mounted
refriteration unit 753-3391
16. Home hi-rill-shim
Coffee table, end' table, 4
lamps. bedspread king site.•
drapes, 2 sets for -single win-
claws_ 7515395 after 5 pm.
Electric cook stove for sale.
$65. Call 759-4496
For sale Sterling silver flatware
by Gorham. Odd pieces never
used Make an offer. 753-983.1
Portable Hoover washer and
dryer mitiod condition $11•5 •
Phone 753-1919 ask for Deb-,
bie or 436-2742 after 6 pm.
Wurlitzer studio piano, like
new, 2 years old. $1250 Two
black simulated leather,
wingback chairs. $40 and $60
good condition Call 753-4827
20. Sports Equipnient 
Boy's Spider bike for sale. $30
Call 753-8200. Can be seen at
1718 Holiday Drive
---teri--Speettrire:47-year
old, AMF. red Call 7530942
221/ tiiii-car
HAMMOND. ORGRI. Excellen.
condition. Worth $600. will






10 % riff wall paper Orders. 72
hours service. Coast To Coast
Hardware, _ Central Shopping
Center.
NOTICE
ARE YOU OUT OF WORK WITH NO SKILLS TO
GET A JOB? YOU CAN TURN THINGS AROUND.
24. Miscellaneous
ft x 12 ft fiberglass garage
door Call 753-6202
Firewood for sale. $25 rick
delivered. 18 or 24 inches, Oak
and Hickory 489-2321.
Foam board insulation 4 ft .x 8
ft x in reguarly $3.19
special 53 29 Coast To Coast
Hardware Central Shopping
Center -
Gypsum wall board 4 ft x 8 ft
x m reguarly $3.98 speerof
$3 50 Coast To Coat Hard-
ware Central Shopping Center
Ladies half and fourth carat
diamond cluster rings for sale
345-2664




Stereo components in excellent
condition, smaller Advent
speakers, Pioneer turn table.
Nikko STA 6060 receiver $500
759-1718 
27. Mobile Home Sales
Challanger 14x44 mobile
home vacant. 15 months old.
one 'owner. Underpinned air
conditioned. canopy over patio
and - steps. stove and
refrigerator located-1a fox_
Meadows Call David Lyons
753-6351 or Ruth Ford. 442-
3541 or 554-4133. Paducah
Double wide on two acres land
$18 000 Owner will finance
Small down payment Call 489
2248 after 5 pm
Extra nice 1971 Winco mobile
home • 12x60 2 bedrooms
large living room with
fireplace recently remodeled
354.8021
• •12x66 Norris mobile home for
sale_ Call 753-2617 dlys, 753-
8553 nights. ask for Jerry
Turner *
28. Mob. Home Rents
Small attractive 2 bedroom
mobile home in Murray ideal
for single girl $110 deposit
$118 per month 753-9829-4- -
fiwolbedroom mobile home for
rent j gas heat -newly
decorated excellent location
Call 753-0364 or 753-3455
Two bedroom water furnished.
$50 deposit $85 a month
Highway 121 South Call /,.53-
5405,
 --IP
12x60 Two bedroom ' furnish-
ed electric heat One fourth
mile west of Almo Heights
$135-per month plus deposit
Call 753 4661
29: Heating-Cooling_ 
Four stack 4.000 watt partible
electric heaters. $36 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
30;11-Us-tiiess-Rent-if 
--:32-9 North 4th Street. 3 bays.
with air compressor and auto
hoist Gas heat Phone 753-
7912





2, 3 or 4 girls.
Plow. 75.16865.-
Extra large second floor 2
bedroom apartment stove„
refrigerator, and all dillies fur-
nished. Deposit required. No
pets. Also a 2 bedroom duplex  
stove. reffigerator. and water
furnished. Deposit required. No
--pets Call 753-6202.
Furnished apartment, $125 per
month plus deposit. Call 753-
3411 between 11 am and 3 pm
or come by 1607 Farmer Ave 
furnished one bedroom apart-
ment, near downtown Murray.
Call 753-4109
Furnished one bedroom apart-
ment. Zimmerman Apartments,
South 16th 753-6609
New duplex apartment. All ap-
pliances. central vacuum
,ystem, electric heat and air,
.:arpeting 753-2437 or 753-
/476
Applications for the highly successful Training
and Technology program are now being taken at the
Callorto. Court Tohse, Murray, Ky. You will be
train by Union Carbide personnel in machining,
mechanical operations, physical testing, or
welding. You may receive $3.10 per hour plus other
allowances. The 40 hours per week training pro-
gram in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, will begin soon.
You must be economically disadvantaged, have
no marketable skills, and have some. type of fain
income. Part-time workers may quality.
Call Rozann Martin, Field Representative for
Tennessee Opportunity Program, 753-0799 Monday
through Wednesday or 444-6111 for_information.
This is an Equal Employment Opportunity Pro-
/ram.
32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent, call Em-
bassey Apartments,. /53-4331.
Nice 3 bedroom apartment, liv-
ing room, kitchen, dining area
and NI bath Electric heat and
air F6r more informatioh' call
753-8080
New duplex, 2 bedroom apart-
ment. 753-7853.
Single girl ,wishes to find A
responsible single girl to share
rent of attracts* 2 bedroom
apartment. References re-
quired. No pets_ Call 753-9829.
Two bedroom apartment, mar-
ried couple only, stove and
refrigerator furnished,
carpeted. central gas and air.
Deposit and references re-
gutted. No pets. $200 per mon-
th. 753-2835.
Two bedroom. furnished. No
pets 753-8731 .. 
34. Houses For Rent
For rent 2 bedroom house near
University. Call 492-8225
For rent 3 bedroom brick
house Call 753-4566 or 753-
8164 ask for Robert Wiggins
Three bedroom house near
Kentucky lake. Completely fur-
nished, washer and dryer in-
cluded  Deposit_ required. Call
after 5 pm, 753-8964







Good Timothy hay for sale.
51 60 lier bate Call 753-5532
after 6 pm 
3/I. Pett-Supplies 
AKC .Alaskan Malimuje pup-
pies, pets or show. good
temperments, shots and worm-
ed 153-9390
AKC Toy Poodle puppies Call
153-7851
Basic and Advaneed - dog obe-
dience classes and private in-
structions. Also tracking and
protection training. All breeds
-and ages from 2 months up,
'Professional instructor. 436-
2858.
Black Labrador Retriever pups
for sale $50 each Call 492-
8851 
43. Real Estate.
Cramped in the city? Make your
mow4 to the quietness of coun-
try living in this modern two-
story Colonial. situated on 5
beautiful acres with numerous
shade trees. The 3,000 sq ft.
home has _room'. for.. formal
entertaining as well as a casual
evening by the fireplace. And
delft forget the patio and deck
for those outdoor spring gather-
ings. Central heat and air, full
equipped kitchen. 2',?
bath There is no end to the
good things about this home,
just southwest of Murray. Call















Last week you were all steamed up for sav-
ing the whales."







Call Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors about our VIP Referral
Service..lecause changing
homes is enough trauma by
itself In a word it's called ad-
justment. Moving from horile to.
home and neighborhood to
meghborhood.
After we sell your homg we
pride ourselves on knowing the
neighborhood that awaits you
elsewhere. The schools parks.
shopping facilities. Now for the
ingenious part. YIP Referral
may also find a buyer for your
present home from another ci-
ty, then help that family adiust
14o your neighborhood_ Sound'
familiar? Ifs the same thing
we do for you someplace else
Call 753-1492 for 'helpful infor-










Then this is it, lovely 4
bedroom, .and study,
situated on tree-
studded lot. This char-
ming home has large
living-dining area,
country kitchen, large
rec. room, 2 - baths,




Lovely 2 bedroom, 2
-1
 bath, B.V. just com-
plete in quiet subdivi-





















A great gift for either sex!
Dm handsome pendant *on its sturdy
chain and nut Esenhower dollar rs lust
thr rphl compliment to a 4a6u4, out
Maiv  bonus can only .ncrease
"We the !ander you own a,
HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR&
Pica up a punch card al our store
Collect nrie punch ion each SKI put
chase at out since 12 tor each 1,29. et I











4 bedroom house in
Hazel with garage that
can be used for clean-
up shop. House has gas
heat, wall to - watt
carpets, city water
and sewer. Recently
insulated and wired. A
good buy at 927,000.
Phone Kopperud Real-






Good rate of return on
this 2 story rental pro- ,
perty just listed. Pric-
ed in the $60;s. Phone
Kopperud Realty. 753-
1222, for 24 hour Real
Estate Service.
WE'RE BRINGING
THE 80'S HOME TO
YOU,
Owner must leave town! Health
reasons. - 13 acres . of good
farmland. nice- 3 bedroom
home with lots of out
buildings: close to town on ma:
• jor highway. Priced for quick
sale. Call . lames 'Green at
Spann Realty Associates. 753-
/124. 
Three bedroom', two bath home
on 3 acres in country lust a
short distance from town.
Features plush .carpeting
throughopt. -ail appliances in
latches as well as washer and
dryer, central heat and-air:You
can't find a comparable home
priced in the 530's. Call Spann
Realty Associates, 153-7724.  -
We're sold on your -house
_hefore_we sell _it...Our theory. is
Simple': We take the time .to
know your house, price it cor-
redly, and discover it's distinc-
tive features. Because we're
sold on it. it's much easier to
find the right buyers and close
the sale. Then we even save you
time after the sale by helping
with time-consuming paper-
work. Its all a matter of spen-
ding our time wisely 'so it
doesn't waste yours. This is just
another reason you should call
Century_-__- II toretta jobs.
Realtors today at 143:1492.









District. 3 Bedroom, 2
bath brick home with
fireplace, located on
Ford Rd. Can sell
house and 531/2 acres
or house and 10 acres!
Financing available to
qualified buyer or will
consider trade for
house in city. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-




3 bedroom brick home




situated on lovely tree-
shaded lot plus extra
lot with garden-. slot,




this for an attractive
price of $46.500. Phone
Kopperbd Realty, 753-
1222, for full time Real
Estate Service.
43. Real Estate 
U.) Jye! Letult you look
around When you re.-Lealli..40
buy a home, you need a lot of
questions answered Like what
kind of financing is best'
Where are the schools' Shopp-
ing Centers' What about the
paperwork that's usually involv-
ed? Get the lump on these and
other questions by calling Cen-
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors,
at 753-1492 We have just this
kind of information that makes




We have listed a desirable
waterfront lot on a protected
cove near Hamlin. KY. The lot
is a development of nice per-
manent and vacation homes.
The wooded building site offers
a fine view of the lake. The pro-
perty is reasonably priced *at
only $11.500. Call John C
-Neubauer Real Estate, 1111
Sycamore Street. Murray. 153-
_0101_0r- 153-7531. 
44. Lots For Sale
One acre or more for sale on
black top road, lust off 121,
west of Murray. Phone 489-
2224 
45. Farms For Sale
34 acre farm for sale 20 acres
tillable_ Has tobacco base. lots
of highway frontage. located on
Gob o Road in Graves County.
Call 1-247-3361 or 1-24/-
4635. 
46. Homes For Sale
House for sale by owner. 106 S
13th St. Call 753-0305. .
New 3 bedroom. 2 bath, brick
home on Sherry Lane, natural
gas heat. Priced in the $50's.
753-0814. 
47. Motorcycles , 
Honda ATC-90. Call 4115-4472.
1979 Yamaha 400 Special, ex-
cellent condition, low mileage,
loaded with extras. Call after 5
pm, 759-1883. 
48. Auto. Services
Four white spoke wheels, 9.75
x16.5. 7.59-1330.
Mud tires. H-78x15, 750x16
studded. 1100x20. 750x17
mounted. 800x16.5, 950x16.5,
750x19.5._ some wheels_ 759-
1739.
Truckload tire sale! Truck-tires
highway tread. 700x15-, 6 ply,
$31.84 plus $2.96 FET:
H78x15-. 6 ply. $36.54 plus
$349 FET. 750x16-, 8 ply.




























I fdliSfIlissia fib dieSel. 5-
speed. also 2-speed electric
rear end. Spoke hubs Other
parts. 759-1739
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
snow tires with studs, mounted
on wheels. Will fit Chevrolet
Camaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet
Size G 18x14 $90 Call 753-
2796. 
49. Used Cars
1978 Buick LeSabre. 2-doctr.
19.000 miles Call 753-1362 or
753-3125
1974 Cutlass Salon, white with
red interior, extra sharp,
$1995. 753-8635.
1970 Chevrolet. 2-door hard-
top, exceptionally nice,
mechanically sound. $650
1803 College Farm Road
1979 Dew 2801X. 5-speed.
air. bought new. Call 753-7284
after 6 pm.
1976 Datsun F-10 Hatchback.
excellent condition.- Michilin
radial_ tires. 32,000 miles. 5-
speed. over 30 mpg. $3000.
Call 753-1913.
1974 Ford Pinto Squire, 2-door
wagon. 4-speed. air, new tires.
48.000 miles. excellent gas
mileage. $1500. Call 753-3415
between 8 and 5pm. - -
1971 Lincoln Continental Mark
III. Loaded with equipment.
new tires, in good condition.
Call 1-354-6217 after 4 pm.
1978 Maria, excellent condi-
tion, every option. asking
$3900. Call 767-2548 after 4
pm•
1978 98 Olds Regency. loaded.
22.000 miles. See Brandon Dill
or call 753-1551.
1971---Pontiac-Sunbir4--..12.410,
actual miles, automatic, air. 8-
track tape, dark green with tan
vinyl .top and ulterior. wire
wheel covers. Call 753-8847
after 5 pm.
1975 vw Rabbit. excellent
mechanical condition. Approx-
imately 35 mpg. Call 436-
2862
1976 Vega CT stationwagon.
36,000 actual miles Call 753-
7853
1974 Vega CT Hatchback 'for
Parts. Make offer. Call -759,
1437.
1974 260Z Datsun, air, wheels
and sun roof. Extra clean
$3600. 753-8635.
50. Used Trucks
1978 3. ton, 4-wheel drive
pickup. Call 759-4619. 
1972 Chevrolet pickup buck.
Also a camper topper for long.
wheel base truck. 417-4846.
1970 F-250 Ford pickup truck.
$600. Call 753-4652 between
8 and 4:30.
For sale 1970 model Chevrolet
16 7-24 11
511:Used Trucks 53. Services Offered
1973 International fraveiall
truck model 1010 8 cylinder
automatic • transmission air
conditioned radio heater
power clean Anxious to sell
$1195 Call 153.8050 or 753-
6500
- - -
5L tam_pers  
Take advantage of mid winter
prices now and be ready for
spring camping One 1978
250 Ford Ranger XLT camper
special for sale Full line parts
and accessories hitches in
stalled Whites Camper Sales
East 94 highway 753-0605
5-1-Seri-cis Wield
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel-
ing and maintenance
References Guaranteed work
Free estimates Call 753-8948
or 753-2501 after 5 pm
Concrete and block work Block
garages. basements driveways.
walks, patios steps. tree
estimates. 153-5416.
Carpentry service. Whatever.
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
Carpet cleamn_g at reasonable
rates, prompt and efficient ser-
vice Custom Carpet Care 489-
2774
Carperilery. Quality workiiiaii-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry den-
mg Call Lees Carpet-Cleaning
753-5827.
Discover the New World of Old
World products. Complete line
of products for the home, car,
and business. Wishy Washy
Cleaners, Bel-Air Shopping
'Ce fifer .759-4132.
Electrical or plumbing repairs,
by the lob. by the hour. Well
pumps repaired. 474-2257 
FHA homes built. forms taken
care of. work guaranteed. Call
527-1087, Reed Construction.
, Guttering by Sears. Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
1977 Ford F-250. pdever .steej- -
mg. power brakes. air condi-
t1i4o1n3in. .g. with 8.000 lb. Warn
_ winch. Call after 5 pm. 753-
1971 Jeep wagoneer quadra-
trac, factory aluminum wheels.
cruise control, air conditioned,
39,000 miles, $6200. Call 492-
8149.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Many samples of
photography will be
shown at Bridal Fair,




Income tax service We searcri
for every legal deduction aria
credit due Rahn Pasco 1653
Calloway AveMie open from 9
am til 5 pm Call 753-579i
Available for special appoint
ments
Licinsed Elect,,cian and gas in
stallation heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203_ _ _
Licensed electrician prompt
efficient :,ervice Call Ernest
White 753-0605 ,.
Mobile home anchors ano
underpinning aluminum Or
fiberglass Also patio awnings
and carports single or double -
Jack Glover, 753-1873 after 6
PM
Ornamental and wrought iron
posts and railings Patio and
lawn furniture Call 0 1 Stalls
for free estimates 753-5425
after 3 pm
Snow removal from driveways'
parking lots. etc. Also tractor
work breaking disking
bushhogging. blade work Call
754-7400 from 8 til 5 after 5
pm 753-2632.
Tree trimming and removing









Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or .wilite pea gravel
Also do backhoe work- Call
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
753-6763'
Will do .plumbing and heating
repairs and remodeling around
the home. Call- 753-2211 or
753-9600
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night.
1-442-7026.
Will haul anything that will fit
-in a pickup, will also do odd
jobs. -large or small Call 753-
5857. 
55: Feed And  Seed
Timothy and Fescue hay Tor
sale 759-1330 
56. Free Column
Free puppies. 8 wee Rs oid, part r
Collie. part German Shepherd





windows, floors_ and carpets, gutters. Free








Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE 75'
to Ne‘oil•I ***** (nth plea. toll 7814413 ono do, In oivone• Ma*/ NOW
foryls•_
Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper









airier KITCHEN CAWNET TOPS fb 0
.CAIRINET HARDWARE
Also
Fire ...... BUILT KITCHEN CABINETS ON, GIVE YOUR DID PoliceCABINE TS A NEW FACE LIFT OFTHOUT TEARING MEM OUT













Loo S. 13th St.
Murray,Ky. Police Center Calloway CountyRescue Squad
753-3914 753-1621 753-7588 753-6952
Hinman's Radio CabCompany
ODRentals TAXI CAB 'Quality Service
St
•‘,..., pram, woe, emir,
peter dild Monte fade OW SERVICE Company MASIC NATNC • - - -
6 a no. -Mi(lnight
: - -b-teut PLI,,,p
"Chimney Sweeping753-5703 7 1)avs A WeekPhone 753-5351 & Modern Sheet MetalService Departments in the fine old











The funeral for Mrs. Whitt
I Dee) lines of Almo, retired
registered nurse of the
Callowas. County Health
Department, is being held to-
day at 2 p.m, at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Dr. R. B. Barton
and John Dale officiating.
Jerry Bolls is directing the
song service.
Serving as active
pallbearers are Cecil Taylor,
Bill Miller, Milton Walston,
James Gilbert, Donald
Wisehart and L. G. Tubbs.
Honorary pallbearers are
Mrs. Whitt Imes
Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., Kirby Jenn-
ings, Dr. Hugh Houston, Dr.
Conrad Jones, Marshall Bran-
don, Leon Duncan, E. B. Fen-
nel, Boyd Linn. Buel Hargis,
Buron- Jeffrey, Ed Jackson,
Prentice Lassitet and James
Hugh Burkeen.
Interment will follow in the
Temple Hill Cemetery.
Mrs. Imes, 71, died Friday
at 11 AO p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She had retired in March 1975
after serving since September
1960 with the Calloway County
Health Department. Prior to
that period she had been a.
nurse at the local hospital.
The deceased was a
member of the Altno Church
of Christ. Born Dec. 15, 1908, in
Stewart County, Tenn.., she
was the daughter of the late J.
L. Dunn and Mae Carr Dinin.
Survivors include her hus-
band, Whittimes, Almo; three
sisters-Mrs. Estella Scar-
borough, Murray, Mrs. Mary




Detroit, Mich., and Joe- and




Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Demus
Futrell who 'owned and
operated a beauty shop in -
Murray .for many years. She
died Saturday at 6 p.m. at a
hospital in Hyattsville, Md., at
the age of 79.
- -Mrs: Futrell _ was the
daughter of the late B. S.
Allbritten and Nancy Win-
chester Allbritten of Murray.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. James I Mary
Virginia) Calf e, and one
grandson, Walter Calfe,
Hyattsville, Md.; one sister,




and Dr. -Herbert Allbritten,
Memphis, Tenn.
Funeral and burial services
will be held in Hyattsville,
Md., with the Gasch's Sons




Final rites for Mrs. Julia Todd
Griffin, widow of Jack Griffin,
were held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at
the Temple Hill United
Methodist Church, where she
was a member, with the Rev.
Ralph Rogers and the Rev. A. H.
McLeod, Jr., officiating. The
music was by the church choir
with Aaron Burkeen as leader*




Crawford Barnett, Jr., Bobby
Joe Nanney, Larry Roberts and
Barry Futrell. Burial was in the
Temple Hill cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Chaurchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Griffin, 87, died Friday at
11:20 a.m. at the Westview Nurs-
ing Home.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Puckett,
Hardin; two step daughters,
Mrs. Wilburn Herndon, Murray
Route 3, and Mrs. Ralph
Lassiter, Clebune, Texas; one
'step son, Ben Griffin, Shelton,
Wash.: one sister, Mrs. Bill
Mahan," Murray Route 8; two
brothers, IAun Todd, Calvert Ci-
ty, and Kermie todd, Murray;
two grandchildren; 10 step
grandchildren; -two great grand- -




To Be On Tuesday
David Culwell Steele of Har-
din Route Idled Saturday at 8:58
p.m. at the Westein' Baptist
Hospital. Paducah. He was 67
years of age.
Mr. Steele was a retired
employee of the Tappan Com-
pany, Murray Division, and was
a member of the Hardin Church
of Christ. Born April 9, 1912, he
was the son of Fannie Geurin
Steele, who survives, and the
late Elige Steele.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Vannie Hicks Steele; his
41-nether, MrS. Steele,. Calvert Ci-
tty Convalescent Home; two
daughters; Mrs. Calvin (Louise)
Spann, Murray, and Mrs. Betty
Carroll, Van, Texas; one son,
Roy Steele, , and two grand-
children, Deborah and Keith
Steele, Hardin; one brother,
John M. Steele, Murray.
One grandson, Roy Don Car-
roll, preceded him in death.
The funeral will be held Tues-
day at 1 p.m. at the chapel of the
Filbeek and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with John Hicks
and Willis Green officiating.
Pallbearers will be Billy
Steele. Don Hicks, Mitch Hen-
drickson, Ricky Harris, Bryant
Jordan and Ronnie Cope. Burial
will follow in the fiatterree
Cemetery in Henry County,
Tenn.
Friends may call at the
funeral home;
W. C. Overby Dies
At Hospital; Rites
Being Held Today
.,The funeral services for Willie
Cecil Overby are being held to-
day at 3 p.m. at the chapel of the
Roberts Funeral Home„
Mayfield, with John Hoover of-
ficiating.
Burial lid] follow in the
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens
there.
Mr. Overby, 79, a resident of
106 Wright Street, Mayfield, died
Friday at 8:48 p.m. at the Com-
munity _Hospital there. He was a
retired farmer and a member of
the New Liberty Baptist Church.
He is survived by his wife,'
Mrs. Henryetta Green Overby;
two brothers, Orville Overby,
Mayfield. and Elvis Overby,
Dexter.
Iwilh- .44--113=7"-g!42-" = 3. -4:-I  -1=-1MECHANIC'S
ii SPECIAL 1
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I We want to treat you to dinner, Come in to have your
car worked on between Feb. 1-Feb. 29 and receive a
free dinner at Long John Silver's Seafood Shoppes.
You must present this ad and call for an appoint-
ment.
I 
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Funeral services for Charlie
Costello of 1120 Circarama
Drive, Murray, were held to-
day at 11 a.m. at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. - Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr., and
The Rev. Martin Mattingly of-
ficiating. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
was soloist.
Pallbearers were Al Kipp,
Dr. Louis Charles Ryan, Ed
West, Ladd Stokes, Bob
Leneave, Earl Crump, Dr.
John C. Quertennous, and
Tommy Sanders. Entomb-
ment was in the Murray
Mausoleum.
Mr. Costello, 60, died Friday
morning at .the Castaway'
Motel, Daytona Beach, Fla..
where he and his wife, the
former Catherine Sue
Farmer, were spending the
winter months.
He and his wife opened Sue
& Charlie's Restaurant at
Aurora in 1947 and operated it
until 1975. Born Sept. 7, 1919. in
Lynlihurst, N. J., he was the
son of the late Hugh Costello
and Martha LaPoint Costello.
A Charlie Costello Memorial
Golf _Fund has been establish-
ed and persons wishing to
donate to the fund may do so
at the Bank of Murray. The
fund will be used to assist the
Murray State University golf
team:
Survivors include his wife:
one daughter, Mrs. Bert San-
dy Coleman. one son. Vince
Costello, one_granddaughter,
Huffy Stokes, and his mother-




The funeral for Mrs.
Crockett Bobbie Lee' Thorpe
of 209 North Second Street.
Murray, will be held Tuesday
at 2 p.m. at the Mt. Hereb
Freewill Baptist Church',
where she was a member,
with the Rev. Richard Drew
officiating. •
Burial will follow M the-
Murray City Cemetery with
the arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Friends may call at the Mt.
Horeb Church after 6 p.m.
tonight Monday).'
• Mrs. Thorpe, 60, died Friday
at 1:10 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by her hus-
band, Crockett Thorpe, and
two daughters, Jennifer and
Jennell Thorpe, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Lula Mae
Cooper, Murray. and Mrs.
Rosanna Taylor, Gary, Ind.
B. J. Hoffman Is
Dead At Age Of 88
B. J. Hoffman, former resi-
dent of North 17th and Miller
Avenue, Murray, died Saturday
at 12:35 p.m. at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Marvin Mary
Virginia ) Hodges, 631 Southwest
31st Avenue, Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.
Mr. Hoffman:113, retired- in
1957 after 35 years service as an
electrical engineer. at Murray
State College.
He is survived by his
daughter, Mrs. Hodges; two
grandchildren, Virginia Carol
Hodges,; Hollywood, Fla., and
Robert Hoffman, Jr., Nashville,
Tenn.; three great
grandchildren-Clif McNeely,
Alvano, Italy, and Jamie and
Bobbin Hoffman, Nashville,"
Tenn.; three sisters-Mrs. • Erin
Redden, Old Hickory, Tenn., and
Mrs. Ruth Muzzal and Mrs. Em-
mie Pans, Tenn.; one
brother, D. H. Hoffman,
Louisville.
The body has been returned to
, the Max Churchill Funeral
Home but funeral and burial ar-
rangements are incomplete.
Stock Market
Pnces of stocks local Interest at
no, ESL, today, furruahed to 1.1w Mur-
ray Ledger & Tunes by First of
Michigan Corp., of Murray. are as
follows
industrial Averiwe 4.35
Air Products . 41S+I'-•




Ford Motor 32 unc
G.A.0 101t unc
General Care   1W-tune










Lluaker Oats  . 31310 N.
Texaco  . 394-14
Wal-Mart  -
Wendy's. . . 11%1).11'..a
Misunderstanding About
Independent Legislature
May Exist Says Brown
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Ptess Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP) -
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has in-
dicated that there may be a
Misunderstanding about his
stand in favor of an indepen-
dent Legislature.
-All I said to them (the
legislators) was that you go
ahead and pick your leader-
ship," the governor said in an
interview.
The House and Senate did so
last fall without any in-
terference from the governor-
elect, a departure from
customary gubernatorial in-
fluence.
This led to the widespread
understandmg that the gover-
nor was not golitg to copy his
predecessors by using muscle
on the legislators during the
session.
But Brown hinted, without
any flat statements, that he in-
tends to use his powers to push
legislation he favors and block
bills' he opposes, even if the
measures don't relate to his
administration's package.
"It's my responsibility to
use the full force of the gover-
nors office,_" he said. "I have
no intention of sitting
downstairs and waiting for
things to happen. My
responsbility is to be in on all
legislation."
In this connection, the
governor took home for the
weekend two notebooks con-
taining bills introduced so far
and his staff's comments on
whether they should be passed
or rejected.
That seemed. . like a a
familiar throwback to the
'step': and "go" procedure
used by other governors, but
Brown said it is designed to
familiarize him with what's
happening in the 1980 session..
• 'I want to know everything
that's going on," he said. - I
want to be more aggressive
with the General Assembly".
The governor also said he
expects legislative' leaders to
push the administration's
bills, and has had no difficulty
so far in that regard. .




FRANKFORT, Ky. IAP ) -
Three persons died in
weekend traffic accidents on
Kentucky highways, accor-
ding to state police reports.
The-deaths brought the 1980
death toll to 63. compared with
-74through this date last. year.
Carl A. Vickery,. 22, and
Joseph L. McDowell, 29, both
of Princeton, were killed Sun-
day when their cars collided
on Kentucky 91 at the.
Princeton city limits.
John Lewis, 4, of Louisville,
was killed Saturday when the
car in which he was a
passenger collided with -
another car at a Louisville in-
tersection.
- Hog tiratket
Federa.s.State Market Seas Sec'. e
Februars 11.1980
Kentu, ky Pun-1;ase Area Hag Market
Report In, locies Ituy ing Stations
Receipts Ai 312 1-:st 500. Harr as St
Gilts stead} 22 lower Sows Ntead, $1 0E1
higher
US f-2 200-230 lbs 83; 5018 00
US 2 2h0-240 817 2_-.t7 75
US 2-3 240-250 lbs $31, 25-37 25
US 2-4 260-2801bs
Sows
VS 12270-350 lbs $31 00.3200
US 1-3 300-450 lbs 629 00-31 00
US 1:3 450-500 I bs $00-.i400
US 1-2 500-650 lbs.  834 *15.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs $28 0029 00
Boars 27 00-29 00
livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP, USDA --
Livestock 1800; slaughter steers 50-1 00
higher. heifers 1.00-1.50 higher. cows not
fully established; bulls steady dives
and sealers steady; feeders steady: '
Slaughter steers 2-4 900-1225 It, 68.011
7000. 3-4,1225-1300 lb 66.90-4800. gond
and choice 2-3900.1100 lb 66 0068 00. 2-3
1470 lb dairy bred 6390; g,kvi 2-3 1000
1300 1h64) 00-65 00;
Slaughter heifers choice 2-4 820-1010 lb
67.90-69.80; -
Slaughter covrs corrunernal 3-5 48
21.00; utility 1-3 50.0016.00, high dress-
ing 57 0059.40; cutter 1-2 48 0052.22;
canner and Cutter under 800 lb 42,75-
48.00.
Slaughter bulls 1485 lb 71 50. 1-2 1050
1681) lb 6000-69.25; choice 160-325 lb
vealers 90 0n-107.(10; choice 350-450 lb
calves 74:0043.50; feeder steers 290
lb 92.00-110.00; 300.400 lb 9900.101
400.500 lb 85.00-95.75; 500425 It. 7
87.00; 740-940 lb 70.0676.50, 300- lb
78.0041100; 300.700 lb 69.00-78.00; hob,-
tems 300-500 lb 68.0078.00; 500-865 lb
64 00-77 00; heifers 300-400 lb 74.0047.25;
400500 lb 73.0042.00; 500400 lb 69.00-
7840; 400400 lb 43.0043.00; 600.850 lb
600047.00; stock rows 750-950 lb 54.00
67.00;
Hogs 1400; barrows and gilts 50 hiWer;
1-2210235 lb 38.5038.80; 235.250 lb 3800-
i9's ‘lis 2810; 210.270 lb 37.50-38.00; 2-3 215-260 lb
13h-''v 36.50-37.50; sows steady; 1-2 400.500 lb
_32.110.211.081.50040041211.0040.40A4480---
60 lli la ixsii 00; 400450 lb 34.00-36.50;
utility 300-520 lb 23.004600; lxiars over
300 lb 32.00-31 75•
Sheep 25; steady; slaughter lambs
choice and prime 90105 lb 6500;
slaughter ewes utility 20 00; feeders
choue and fancy 85 lb native lamb.
55 00
53-4.
 .41 'tiit W.1.,.
philosophical commitment
that would prevent them from
helping me, then I want them
to stand aside and let someone
else do it," he said.
Brown said he still does not
intend to "cram legislation
down the throats" of the
lawmakers, tactics he said
have been used in the past.
• We'll just see how much in-
fluence ) is needed)," he said.
-I think that's how the process
should work." -
Under such .an arrange-
ment. Brown said, "I hope the
General Assembly makes a
bigger contributipn to Ken-
tucky than ever before."
His concern, he said, would
collie if the legislature "got
too political."
Brown has a legislative
liaison team which was head-
ed by Ralph Ed Graves, who
now has been named director
of the Kentucky office for pro-
gram administration.
The shift has led to specula-
tion that all is not well in the
liaison group; but Brown said
he and Groves had "long
discussed the new post for the
former legislator and former
Democratic - -candidate for
governor.
-I'll be making shifts on a
timely baNs to put people
where they're needed," the
governor said.
He said the administration's
legislative package - mainly
income tax revision, profes-
sional negotiations ,for
teachers, the new budget and
revision of workmen's corn-
pensation*=- is essentially
complete although only pro-
fessional negotiations has
emerged as a bill.
Actually, Brown has not
subindted any workmen's
compensation bill as a total
administration package - two
other measures contain many
aspects favored by Brown -
because the governor still re-
mains unsatisfied_ with ,any
full version.
He Said he rimy settle for an
interim bill pending an . ac-
tuarial . _study on. : how
workmen's compensation
rates are determined for Ken-
tucky eniployers.
The News In Brief
NATION Af..
AUGUSTA, Maine I AP) -
President Carter has beaten
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy in
their first New England con-
test, but the challenger claim-
ed satisfaction in second place
as the campaign for the
Democratic presidential
nomination moved next door
to New Hampshire.
Carter gained 45 percent of
the Maine vote to Kennedy's
39 percent, with results from
about 50 Democratic town
caucuses still to be tallied.
California Gov. Edmund G.
Broivn Jr. ran third, with 14
percent of the vote, and said
'that represented a takeoff for
his campaign. Kennedy
sought to minimize his loss,
describing the outcome as a
standoff and saying Carter
had been expected to win han-
dily.
By The Associated Press
Sixteen political figures
from Louisiana and Texas are
going before federal grand
juries this week to discuss the
FBI's socalled Brilab in-
vestigation - a "scam" in-
volving alleged kickbacks to
influence insurance purchases
by government agencies in
four states.
.Brilab is the FBI code name
for an undercover investiga-
tion, or scam, in which agents
used . the services of a twice-
convicted California in-
surance consultant to make
bribe money available to labor
and. government officials






The Murray Senior Citizens
will meet Tuesday. Feb. 12, at
10 am. at the Calloway Public
Library, according to Verona
Grogan, director.
After a tour of special ex-
hibits at the library, the group
will go to the Ellis Center for
the regular activities and lun-
ch...,
Persons needing
transportation may call 753-
0929_ by 9 a.m. Tuesday morn-
ing, Mrs. Grogan said.
By The Associated Press
Iran's revolutionary regime
celebrated its first anniver-
sary today with President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr stan-
ding in for ailing Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini at a vic-
tory parade through Tehran.
Meanwhile, a group of
visiting Americans met Sun-
day with the militants holding
the U.S. Embassy and
reported a "good exchange of
views." But they- said they'
were not allowed to see the ap-
proximately 50 hostages, who
began their 100th day in cap-
tivity today.
KARACHI, Pakistan API
- Afghan rebels retook two
towns in the rugged mountains
of Badakhshan Province in
northeastern Afghanistan and
battled the Soviets for control
of the provincial capital and
another ; town, a Pakistani
newspaper reported.
The Moslem . insurgents
recaptured the towns of
Tashkan Arbo and Bagh in bit-
ter fighting, and seized arms.
ammunition and food from
fleeing Soviet troops, the




Reports of the demise of the
SALT II treaty may prove to
have been exaggerated.
Carter administration of-
ficials say they are beginning
an effort to revive the treaty -
despite , intense anti-Soviet
feeling engendered by the oc-
cupation of Afghanistan. And
they express some optimism







- About 100 ranch and farm
residents were kept away
from their homes in nor-
theastern Colorado today, as a
half-milewide ribbon of mud-
dy water stretched 812. miles
from broken Prospect Valley
Dam to a smaller,
downstream irrigation dam.
'There was speculation that
burrowing animals caused the
breach that buckled the
concrete-lined earthen Pro-
spect dam on Sunday.
The main concern today was
whether Lord Reservoir dam
- where the water from Pro-
spect gathered - would hold.
It. was- nearly fall when the
Prospect dam broke.
When the' Prospect dam
broke about 2 p.m. Sunday,
water rushed along the course
of a canal to Lord Reservoir.
A spokesman for the Col-
orado State Patrol said the
fate of Lord Reservoir dam
depended on htiw much ice
melted during 'the - day.
Temperatures in the area dip-
ped to about 10 degrees Sun-
day night, coating the nearly-
full reservoir with ice.
"We're not talking about a
Big Thompson .flood lwhich
killed more than 100 west of
Loveland in July •1976) or
anything," said Sheriff's Capt.
.Rich Dill, in charge of a
mobile command center at the
school. "People aren't panick-
ing."
Correction
Security Federal Saving &
Loan Association ad which ran
in Friday's Murray Ledger &
Times was incorrect in yield
annually should have read
11.236 % . We are sorry for
any inconvenience.
Effective throughout February,
our new 21/2 -year Money Market






Federal regulations require a substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal of certificates.
ECRU FEDERAL
1300 Johnson Blvd. Savings
Murray, Wan Association 
759-1234
